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LOU IS A. CLAPES 

To: 

Subject: 

!.lTY OF STAMFORn, CONNECTICUT 0690 I. 
MUNIC IPAL O FFI C E BUILDING 

429 ATLANTI C STREET 

BOARD O F REPRESENTATIVES 

FREDERICK E . MILLER. JR. 
PRES IDENT 

JULIUS J . BLO IS 
MAJORITY LEAOER 

S . A . SIGNORE 
AUDREY M. COSENTINI 

CO. MINORITY LEA DERS 

Sandra Goldstein 
CLERK 

HELEN M . McEVOY 
ArlMlrj l ~TnATIV~ A!I~I!IITAljT 

T il l rPHr> Nf" ' .9P'iA·4n' 4 
358·4025 

April 29, 1977 

ALL MEMBERS OF THE 14th Board of Representatives 

SPECIAL BOARD MEETING ON REPORT OF TENTH CHARTER REVISION 
COMMISSION, SUBMITTED TO BOARD OF REPRESENTAT IVES ON APRIL 
1, 1977 -(ADJOURNED FROM April 28, 1977) - for May 3 , 1977. 

---------------------------------------------------------- -------------------

I, FREDERICK E. }IILLER . JR., Pl'esltl~llt of the 14th Doard of Repreeentatlves 
of the City of Stamford Connecticut, pursuant to Section 202 of the Stam
ford Charter and Section 7-191 of the Connecticut General Statutes, do hereby 
CALL a SPECIAL MEETING of said Board of Representatives, for: 

TUESDAY, MAY 3, 1977 

In the Board of Representatives' Meeting Room 

Municipal Office Building 

at 8:00 P.M. 

for the following purpose: 

FEMJR:HMM 

To further consider and act upon the REPORT OF THE TENTH CHARTER 
REVISION Cm1MI SSION and the recommendations of t he Charter Revi
sion Committee, and to act upon proposed Charter amendments to be 
submitted to the Referendum, or referred back to the Commission 
for such changes as it may deem deSirable. 

• 

cc: Town Clerk 
Timothy Curtin 
Thomas Morris 

Frederick E. Miller, Jr., Pres 
14th Board of Representatives 
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MINUTES OF MAY 3, 1977 SPEcIAL MEETING 

AND CHARTER REVISION 

14th BOARD OF REPRESENTATIVES 

SIAMFORD, CONNECTICUT 

A SPECIAL MEETING of the 14th Board of Representatives of the City of 
Stamford. Connecticut. was held on Tuesday. May 3, 1977, pursuant to a 
"CALL" issued by PRESIDENT FREDERICK E. HII.tE1l., JR., under the provisions 
of Section 202 of the Stamford Charter. 

The meeting was held in the Legislative Cb..amOers of the &lard of Representatives, 
Second Floor, Municip.al office Building, 429 Atlantic: Street, Stamford., Conn. 

The meeting was called to order at 8: 20 P. M. 

PLEDGE: OF AILE.GL'lliCE TO THE FLAG: Led by PRESIDENT FREDERICK E. MILLER, JR. 

ROLL CALL.: CLERK SAi'IDRA. GOLDSTEIN took the ROLL CAr,I" There were 26 mambers 
present. The 14 absent members were: Michael Morao<U1, Alan Osuch, 
SoA.Signore, James Lobozza, Jeanne-Lois Santy, John Fox, John SaMor, 
Mildred Ritchie, William Flanagan. Barbara McInerney, Christine 
.Nizolek, Donald Sherer, Robert Costello and Peter Walsh. 

THE PRESIDENT declared a QUORUM. 

CRECK OF THE VOTING MACIDNE:: The voting IIlB.chine was found to be in good 
condition. 

CALL OF THE HEETING~ The PRESIDENT read the "CALL" of the meeting, as follows: 

I, FREDERICK E. MILLER, JR., President of the 14th Board of 
Representatives of the City of Stamford, Connecticut, pursuant to Section 202 of 
the stamford Charter and Section 7-191 of the Connecticut General Statutes, do 
hereby CALL a SPECIAL MEETIU~G of said Board of Representatives, for: 

TUESDAY, MAy 3.1977 - 8:00 P.l1. 

in the Legislative Cb..amOers of the Municipal Office Building, Second Floor, 
429 Atlantic Street, Stamford, Connecticut. for the follOWing purpose: 

To further consider an act upon the report of the lOth Cha....-ter 
Revision and the recommendations of the Charter Revision 
Camndttee and to act upon proposed Charter amendments to be 
,submitted to the referendum or ref.e:rred back to the Commission 
for such changes as it may deem desirable. 

The CHAIR willE:Ot,e that ~!R. LOBOZZA is PRESENT. We have 27 members present: 
new. , 

" 
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MR. MILLER: (continued) We· will proceed now, and I would suggest. to the membership 
that this agenda must be completed this evening, so a decision has to be made early 
in the evening, of what kind of a meeting we want to make this, because we're going 
to have to stay here, until we go through this Chart~r. We do have a timc limit. 

I will call upon Mr. LOOMIS, the ACTING CHAIRMAN of the CHARTER REVISION COHMITTEE 
and we will proceed as we. did at. last Thursday's meeting. 

MR. LOOMIS: I'm starting where we left off. Chapter· 43, the POLICE DEPT. I would 
just make the observation that it took us four hours to cover 24 pages last Thursday 
and we have 73 pages ahead of us, so it would be in the best interest to move along 
expeditiously. If possible could we just direct the comments of this Board to the 
recommendations and suggestions we've made. 

Under Chapter 43, the POLICE DEPT; we agreed to add LANGUAGE, which would acknowledge 
the existence and powers of the Auxiliary Police Officers. They are not recognized 
at present in the "",Tent CHARTER, and it W!13 the gelleLal consensus that they s·hould 
be. In SECTION 431, there is. reference to residency reqUirements for police officers 
who work for the department. The Committee voted April 26th, by a margin of 2-1, to 

delete this section. Our concerns were the· following: 

First of all; Why· should there be discrimination among City employees? The way the 
CHARTER is now written some must reside (or the way it's now being proposed to us,) 
in Stamford, and others don't have to. We think this is unfair. Either those who 
work for this municipality live in Stamford, or they don'.t! We don't think that 
discrimination should be made between employees. 

Secondly~ those· people being forced to reside in the City, who would work for the 
POLICE DEPT. are often in salary ranges which might prove to be a hardship in finding 
decent housing within the City. 

Thirdly: the POLICE DEPT. has jobs requ~r~ng special skills and talents that may 
not be found among current job seekers within the City. We should not, therefore, 
shackle the· department by restricting their employm~~t pool solely to the City of 
Stamford. Indeed, this was the very reason 'Nhy in 1969, the last time the CHARTER 
was amended, they took out the residency requirement. It is not commonly know~, 
but there was a residency requirement and because the department had problems in 
hiring people they took out that requirement in '69, and here we are, discussing 
putting it right back in. 

Now, the main argument of the proponents of a residency requirement is, that the 
first priority of the City is to help out its own; its own unemployed, and therefore, 
we should turn to the municipality to help solve this economic problem. But, the 
fact is, the CHARTER is a permanent document. I shouldn't say it's set in .cement, 
but the kinds of problems that result from unemployment levels should be addressed 
by ORDI~~CES. ?ot hy CHARTER languagc. 

I thin.l< it is the proper p.rovidence of the Personnel Committee, if they deem that 
this is important and wise to draft an ORDINANCE to take care of employment problems 
that may affect the City's economic conditions and relate, therefore, to our 
municiple work force. So, consequently, the COMHITTEE voted, on April 26th, to 
delete the residency requirement by a VOTE of 2 -, 1. NOW, I would like to defer to 
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MR. LOOMIS: (continued) to MR. BAXTER, who is an opposing vote, and who has 
reascn to oppose the majority vote this issue. 

MR. BA.~TER: I thi~~ MR. LOOMIS summarized very well the reasons that the majority 
of the C~frITTTEE voted against this residency requirement. I think, however, there 
are a nnmher of rliasons to have auch a re~idency l.equirement, and, in my opinion, 
(obviously since I voted that way), the r~a~ons for the residency requirement out 
weigh the others . First of all, I don't think that the primary reason for having a 
residency requirement is for the City to help out its own. 1 don't have a problem 
with such a reason, if that's what the reason was. 

But, I don't see that AS the main reason. I see the main reason for having a 
residency requirement for policemen, and, I might add, for firemen. Also, it 
increases the safety of the City for these people to be present within the City 
limits. 

Now , obviously, crimes and fires don't often happen before the very nose of the 
patrol car or the fire house. Crimes and disturbances, not just crimes and 
di3tull)"1l<':~~, but also take Mr. Cizanckas' point of the other services, that these 
two para-military safety force~ pp.rform happan randomly, and if we had 250 ~ull<.:emen , 
all of whom live outside of the Town, then the only protection the City would have 
f.or crimas or for nccds for a~~istance \oIuuld be tho"" pn U cemen or fi remen who 
happen to be on duty. 

If they live within the City limits then, when they are off dut y, and walking to 
the store and witness a heart attack or a robbery, or a fire, or driving around 
in their car, or, generally conducting their lives,there wou l d be there available 
a peace officer for instance, a peace officer 24 hours a day. 

New York and a number of other cities, who have been faced with a rising crime 
problem far more serious than Stamford's, ( though I don't mean to minimiz e Stamford) , 
have resorted to this quite some time ago as an effective way of increasing the 
protection to the citizens. 

Now, there are some hardships involved in this. The first thing that I think I 
would say, and those '-Iho agree with my reasoning '"ould consider what's called a 
"grandfather clause" , to exempt those people who are currently employed in the City 
as policemen or firemen, from the effects of this Charter provision, should this 
CF~RTER provision requiring residency be enacted. 

In other words, a person who elects an employment with the Police Dept., who 
bought his house or apartment els~"here, in Norwalk for instance, I think that since 
that provision wasn't there when he accepted the job, or, she accepted the job, it 
would be an unfairness for that person to have to sell the house or move to another 
town. But I think in the long run, that it provides for greater protection, number 
one, number ~NO, policemen and firemen, to my knowledge , especially looking at the 
budget expenditures (which we' re a ll doing from last year) , are not among the low 
paid wor kers of this town. 

I don't mean to suggest that they are over paid. They deserve their money. But, 
with their different differentials they make an income that they don't have to be 
embarrassed of, and I suggest that they can afford to live in Stamford. Not 
necessarily in places where I can't afford, I would like to live in some p laces, 
but they could afford some of the rental or single family purchase housing that's 
here. 
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MR. BAXTER: (continued) One of the points that MR. LOOMIS made was that we may 8 
need some special skills, which may not be available in Stamford. It doesn't make 
sense to restrict the employment pool to the City of Stamford. Well, I think the 
people who drafted the section of the CHARTER had that: ;,n mj.nrl when thQy said, "tha.t 
the provision may be WAIVED by the Board of Reprp8p.ntativQs upon written application 
of the Police Commission." And in the event, whether it is a likely event or an 
unlikely event, I don't know, but there are certain police or fire skills that we 
can't get within our residence, or who don't score well enough on the tests, then 
they could ask us to WAIVE it and we can meet that problem. 

You know, we all paid attention to the ten year base study, which said that in ten 
years we were going to have more. jobs in Stamford, but the people in Stamford wouldn't 
be qualified to meet some of those jobs. We would have more and more commuting into 
Stamford to fill certain jobs. Other people in Stamford, either unemployed or going 
somewhere else, as a side benefit, I think that it would be good at least if they 
could, if they qualified, get a job oa the Police and Fire Dept. 

In summary I would say that there is a significant reason to make a distinction 
'between the police and firemen. I wouldn't call. it discrimination. The distinction 
is that they are safety forces, and the presence of the off-duty people within the 
walls of the City increase the safety. I would recommend that you approve the 
residency requirements as submitted by the Commission. 

MR. RAVALLESE: Mr. Baxter answered all. my questions, but, there is one question 
that I would like to ask :1R. LOOMIS. Row many people voted against this amendment (~, 

on your board? Row many people do we have from the Board? '"j 

MR. LOOMIS: Mr. Ravalles;" when we met on the 26th, we had three persons, which 
was a quorum of a. S-meuJer committee. 2 verses 1 voted out the report. 

MR. RAVALLESE: Then it was 2 to l? 

MR. LOOMIS: Yes, 2 ~ 1. 

MRS. GOLDSTEIN: I think both Mr. Loomis and Mr. Baxter give very convincing arguments 
of both sides of the issue. The thing, of course, that I find very significant is the 
importance of having off duty policemen or firefLghter~ living within the compound of 
the City. 

But there is one problem that I personally have in voting for this particular amendment. 
I wonder whether I'm just reading the new provisioa incorrectly, or, perhaps I'm reading 
it correctly. In SECTION B, where it says no person who is not a resident elector of 
the City shall be appOinted to the regular or special police force; does that preclude 
people who do not live in Stamford from applying for the job, passing the exam, and 
being appointed? 

That is crry problem with this section. I see nothing wrong with saying -- once 
appOinted, it is one of the job requirements that you live within the confines of our 
City, but does one have to first live within our City before taking the examination? 

MR. LOOMIS: Mrs. Goldstein, I had problems with the language myself. The reasons myself ~
and Mrs. Rawe are against this section, I think, were delineated when I issued or I 
came out with our report. NOW, Hr. Baxter has a better understanding of the intent of 
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intent· here. 
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( continued) that passage, and I defer to him to example the 
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HR. BAXTER: Mrs. Goldstein, the way I read, (and I share your concern), the way 
I read B, when it says no person, blank, blank, blank, shall be appointed, I think 
it means just that; shall be appointed. Its a preclusion of being appointed before 
you are a resident. When it says that the provision may be WAIVED by the Board of 
Representatives, clearly the Board of Representatives doesn't WAIVE it in a vacuum, 
and get like a set of specs and say, we need a policeman with SWAT training, in 
advance of finding out who has applied, will you please WAIVE the residency requirement? 

Appointment doesn't mean the same thing as application. It would seem to be reasonably 
clear that under the CFL~TER a person could apply for a job, but he wouldn't be eligible 
for a job; but wouldn't be eligible for, or she wouldn't be eligible for appointment 
until they were residents. So that once the City, say, the Police Commission saw 
the five or ten applications for a particular job, if it was Civil Service, and they 
had an ~am, AUU l~ey s~w who was there, and they could look and See that there is 
nobody from Stamford who is qualified, or isn't the best qualified peraon to take 
that, they could appoint George Baxter, for instance, who might not live in Stamford 
and ask me: ''Wou1.ci you comply with this?" 

I would say yes. Then they could come to the Board of Representatives, saying, 
please l~~IVE the CHARTER requirements for the appointment of George Baxter. 

MRS. GOLDSTEIN: wel1 ... Hr. Baxter, what you are saying then is, if you're saying the first 
five people who took the examination lets say were residents of Stamford, I assume 
what your saying is that in reality to apply for the job you have to be a resident. 
I mean, that's how I read you. 

MR. BAXTER: No mam. I would say under this CHARTER proposed revision you could 
apply without being a resident but you have no chance of being appointed until you 
are a resident. So that you could, you know, when you see that you want to appoint 
somebody that's not NOW a resident, he's talked to; yes, I will agree to move to 
Stamford; and then he gets himself there and you know, either before or after --

MRS. GOLDSTEIN: Hr. Baxter. If what you are saying is so, because you to said you 
had a problem with that particular section in 

HR. BAXTER: Not with the section. With the concept, Mrs. Goldstein. 

MRS. GOLDSTEIN: I'm sorry, with the contents of SECTION B. Would there be some way 
if that is agreeable to the COHHITTEE, to clarify the wording so that the job is open 
to ALL who apply, providing once appointed, they move? I think there is a big difference 
between that and the way this reads. 

MR. BAXTER: I personally would have no objection to asking MR. LOOHIS, in his report 
to the CO!1MI:J!lION, suggest that they consider making it clear that applications are 
not limited to Stamford residents. 

~ffi. LOOHIS: I would like to say, however, that the discussion on the floor is about 
a residency requirement. I think we should be talking to that issue. Then, I think 
that once THAT issue is resolved ,;e can easily report clarification of the language 
to your poin.t, HRS. GOLDSTEIN. 

MR. FLANAGAN: I think the language is clear. Under SECTION B "no person who is 
not a resident elect of the CITY shall be appointed". It doesn't say anything about 

-L. _________________________ .. _._ 
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MR. FLANAGAN: (continued) an application. HR. BAXTER manages to turn my thinking 
around on occasion and I think the way he presented the case for having policemen 
and firemen r,,~iilAnr .• of thb City wu absolutely perfect. I think it is lu Lbo; 
best interAAt of. the City. George, I'm with you. I think we shuuld "'I?P".'ove this. 

MR. CONNORS: The thing :t:hl!.t confuses me is how about these other cOlIlIllllI1ities who 
are hiring people who do not live, and do not reside within the area where they are 
applying for work? Now, we have it right around us. All around us in the community, 
whether you name Darien, New Canaan, or Greenwich. 

You have a Police Chief in Greenwich that comes from Stamford. You have many school 
teachers who live out of town. They do not live in the City of Stamford. Now, we 
are going to open up PANDORA'S BOX. We are going after the school teachers now, 
we're going after the principals who do not live here. I mean, I don't think it's 
very fair. 

Economically a lot of people who couldn't find homes in the City of Stamford went 
elsewhere. I feel lu fairness to those people, if you're going to pick on the police 
and fire departments, you've got to pick on every City department we have -- bar none. 
You have to go after everybody. 

You have a man right noW who is PUBLIC WORKS COMHISSIONER from Westport.' In other 
words, you should reside in Stamford? Oh now, I mean this thing isn't fair. And I 
thin..1<. this is very unfair with this thing to come. I feel this AHENDHENT should go 
down. Let people live where they want to live. With the Thruway and everything 
else (I don't care whether they live in Fairfield), they could be down here in fifteen 
minutes. 

MR. BLUM: In this residency requirement, I was just wondering, the first part of 
it I can buy, "no person who is not a resident elector of the City shall be appointed 
unless he shall remain". This is what I can't buy -- unless he shall remain a 
resident elector. I'm sure we all know at one time we used to have commuters going 
from this town. We had more than coming in. 

Its turned now. Where we have 30,000 commuters coming to this town, because they 
can't afford to live in Stamford. And that is the whole problem. These rentals, 
these prices on houses, the taxes have driven the people out of this town, and that's 
true of our municipal workers. I don't think that they s~ould be kept here in this 
situation on the high cost of living in this town. 

~~. ZELL~SKI: If I may through you, ask MR. LOOHIS a question which was on my mind, 
and MR. BAXTER brought up. That is the fact. If we do pass this A..'1E~l)~£ENT regarding 
the residency, does that mean that the policemen and firemen who are working in 
Stamford now would have to move? The reason I bring this up is because I did some 
inquiring and I found that in the Police Department at present there are 242 police~ 
men working in Stamford. Of those, 45 live out of Stamford. 

In the Fire Department We have a compliment of 203 men. 
Stamford. I've been speakL~g to several members of both 
concerned about this. Could you answer ~hat "ffi. LOOMIS? 
already living out of Stamford7 

Of those, 8 live out of 
depart~ts~ and they are 
Would it apply to those 

very 
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MR. LOOMIS: Yes, Mr. ZELINSKI. I would correct you. If we pass what we propose, 
you don't have to worry about that, because what we are purp"stn\: is the d""pping nf t h ,. 
residency requirement in this REVISED report. Now, to answer your question assuming 
we don't delete that. What the CHARTER COMMISSION neglected to do was write a 
"grandfather clause", language which would protect those who now are employ ed by the 
Police Department and who did not reside in Stamford. 

I don't think we would in any way have the authori ty to force them then to move into 
the City. I believe it would be the sense of the COMMITTEE to report a recommendation 
to insert such a "grandfather clause" to protect those people that you are conce..'"tled 
about. 

MR. D'AGOSTUO: MOVE the QUESTION. 

MR. MILLER: Is there a SECOND to that NOTION? SECONDED. The question is on 
moving the previous question. All those in FAVOR say aye; all those OPPOSED? The 
MOTION is CARRH:n. w,,'ll take a DIVISION on MovnTC the quc!ltion. lIT' for. YE3, or 
DOWN for NO. We'll proceed to a vote. The MOTION was to delete on that page, 
Chapter 43 to delete that 1allgua~e "no person who is not a resident elector of the 
City shall be appointed to the regular or special police force or continue as a 
member thereof, unless he shall remain a resident elector. This provision may be 
WAIVED however by the Board of Representatives upon ·;ritten application of the Police 
Commission. " 

) Mr. Loomis' motion, of course, applied only to this page which deals with the Police. 
A YES vote is for deletion of this PROVISION. A NO vote would be against recommending 
deletion. All those in favor say AYE, if you want to delete ~~e residency requirement 
VOTE YES, if you are opposed VOTE NO . ( End of Tape SIDE 1) 

MR. MILLER: All thos.e in FAVOR say AYE; all those OPPOSED, NO . The CE..<l.IR is in doubt. 
'"e'll take a DIVISION using the machine. I just "ant to note for the RECORD, that 
Mr. RYBNICK is absent from the floor. I"e have 27 members PRESENT and voting. The 
MOTION has been DE.EEATED. There are 12 YES votes, 15 NO votes. 

MR. LOOMIS: To pursue MR. ZELINSKI'S concern, which I think is a 1egi.timate one, • .. e 
will include a rec=dation about " grandfathering" thos.e persons who are nO'N with 
the POLICE DEPT. If I could move on ---

MR. MILLER: I'm not so sure we can aR""m" .. v .. ryhndy ,,;mt. to do tlut, MR. LOOMIS. 

MR. LOBOZZA: As I read it, it says "Ilpon appointment". I don't see • .. hy you'd have 
to do anything about a "grandfather" clause in there, or anything else. It's not an 
appointment. 

MR. MILLER: I ·.ould just poi.nt ont that I don't think" "grandfather" clause is 
Lhat insufficient an item that "r'le can assU!!le this group wanted a "grandfat.h.erl'clause. 
So 1 " a uld suggest that there be some MOTION 

MR. LOOMIS: ~!R . PRESIDENT, it' s 
a recommendation to that effect. 
just SECONDED it. 

a consensus of this committee that "e should adopt 
I would lL~e to make a MOTION to do so. MR. BA.~TER 
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MOVED & SECONDED. Discussion, All those in favor say AYE, all those 
The MOTION i.So CAEPJ:ED UNANIMOUSLY. 

MRS. GOLDSTEli.'<: POINT OF L.'lFOID-f.ATION. The "grandfather" clause you are speaking of 
applies to the people who are already working for the - okay. I would like to 
propose an ~lE.J.'IDMENT or call it what you would, to SECTION B which would contain, 
in any way the COMMIT'l'EE wanted to word it, the thought that one need not live in 
Stamford to apply. I think that ought to be clarified because I do not think it is. 
clear. 

MR. LOOMIS: MRS. GOLDSTEIN, our understanding is. your understanding. When we 
transmi.t this report we will ask for a clarification of lan"ouage that is more clear 
or clearer then it is right UJ:J'il. 

MR. MILLER: I wanted to note fn-r the record that ~JR. RYENIGK W./l.!! PRE3E1!T ou lll .. 
floor and participated in that last UNA,'lIMOUS vote. That: was 28 members PRESENT. 

MR. LOOMIS: Turning to CHAPT1"...R 44, the Fire Department., the cormnittee --

MR. MILLER: MR. ZELINSKI, a.nything on the Police Department? We're getttng on to 
the Fire Department. 

MR. ZELINSKI: Regarding the S<!I!J.e section, CHAPTER 43, SECTION B starting with the 
third sentence which reads, and I quote: "appointees to the regular PolLce ",orce 
shall not have passed their 36th birthday", I did quite a bi.t of checking on this 
particular item. I tried to reach the CORPORATION COUNSEL office to get a ruling 
on this opinion but 'Has unable to do so. 

However, I did contact MR. WOODRCW GLOVR.'l., the executive Director of the STAJ.'1FORD 
IDJMAJ."-l RIGHTS CONMISSION, upon which cormnission I served for about 8 years. I found 
out that it's not only a Federal law, but it's a State law. In the Connecticut 
State Statute, SECTIONS 31 - 122 and SECTIONS 31 - l26G and 1, which became effective 
October 1975 it deals specifically with employment practices and age discr:Lmination. 
I t deletes and underscores present denni tion. of age disc.:r:imination between the ages 
of 40 and 65. 

My concern here woald be, I would not li.~e to see something in. our CE.4.RTER which is 
illegal and aga:Ln.st our State laws. Could that be c1ar:l.f:Led MR. PRESIDENT? 

MR. MILLER: The CHAIR is !lOt i.e auy pOSition to give a ruli.ng on whether or not 
this age requirement W'culd be constituti.onal or illegal. If somebody on this Board 
wishes to make a NOTION on this :natter the member is free to do so. 

~. LOOMIS: We met with the of.Heers of the CRA..1{:fHR REVISION Cormnittee. They 
egsliIlt:Lally hcrc have. adopt"u <'. l=guage of the e..,,<isting CllA..'l.TER. I thi.n..1<: there were 
some questions on their mind regarding this issue. There is a concern on their part 
that We have, I should!!. t t say a youthful force, but ?€ople who are ready aud able to 
perform the duties required of police officers. 

I'm. certainly willing to entertain any motion in terms of reconsidering th:Ls. But 
I do think we should thin.!,; about: it: before we delete any part of this language. 

~. MILLER: He have no NOTION. Nobody has made a MOTION. We had a commeat on 
behalf of the committee, by HR. LOOMIS. I f there is no HOTION we're going to move on. 
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MRS. COSENTINI: I would 1L~e to move that we delete age 36 from this provision 
for the VERY reason that I would have spoken against putting every little thing in 
tho Cfu\RTER. It lIlAy well be Lhat when the Personnel Commission talks with th" 
Pollee Commission and waut" to draw up specs for hiring policemen, they may find 
they can put in age 36, and may find they cannot. 

They may find they can or want to put in residency and they may find they cannot. 
I thi.JJk we have to realize that we I re dealing with a document here that will NOT 
lend itself to change for another 10 to U years. And that some of these things 
are much better left to being in a variable situation where they can he altered 
as the need changes in the cO!Il!I!llIlity, and as the laws change. 

9. 

I think all these little specifics do not belong here and I am glad that MR. ZELINSKI 
raised this. I had it marked and forgot it. I won.ld therefore urge that we remove 
the 36 from here and let that question be resolved elsewhere. 

!-lR. HILLER: MOVED and SECONDED by MR. BLUM. 

MR. ZIMBLER: Speaking neither for nor against this paT.'t"iC111ar provision, but simply 
as a POINT OF INFOR!1aTION, MR. ZELL'!SKI is absolutely correct. In terms of age 
discrimination, by Federal age, the protected age group is between 40 and 65. 
Theoretically, , .. hile it might not ~ very humane or a very nice thing to do, 
theoretically you can discriminate against someone 39 years old or 66 years old, 
crazy as it may se~ 

) And again, being in the employment business I I ve seen this come up time and time 
again. The Federal law say s 40 to 65. That is the protected age group. 

MR. ZELINSKI: Just one comment. ~!y main purpOS'" for bringing this up was, upon 
s?",aking to HR . GLOVER about this item, he mentioned to me that last year the City 
of Hartford had a similiar situation, where someone applied for a position in the 
Hartford Police Department. Their particular CHA.R.TER had a similiar age ma:d.!!I1ll!l 
apon where the individual involved filed a complaint '.ith the State Human Rights 
Co=ission. 

The hearing officer ruled in favor of the applicant, whar"eupon the City of Hartford 
went to court: on the matter. The court ruled in favor of the State Ruman Rights 
Co=ission and the City o£ Hartford had to hire this particular gentleman. My reasons 
for bringing it up are I wouldn It '.ant to see our City go through the exp<ID.se of court 
proceedings and eve-rything else if we could possibly avoid it now. 

HR . BA..'ITER: I thi!l..1< ~!RS. COSENTINI IS remarks were well taken after she said them.. 
11m sorry I didn I t thin.1< of it before. The place for this age limitation may not 
be properly in the CHARTER. I would lL~e to point out what age discrimination talks 
about. IHthout a reason, li1ithout a rational relationship to the job , in other 
"oT'ns if you "ant to ha y" a baby for Ger~ Food, you "au ~ay you don I t want 78 year 
oids to apply . 

That might be fine. They may be rational reasons Ii1hy a police force to have some age 
limit ABOVE which people shouldn ' t come in. For instance, you might successfully make 

) it 100 and if you agree to that how about 907 I,hether 36 is the magic number or not , 
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MR. BAXTER: (centinued) maybe it's something we sheuldn't put in the CHARTER. I 
think MRS. COSENTINI is cerrect. Let the Commissien de it. 

MR. LOOMIS: I MOVE the questien. 

MR. MILLER: MOVED and SECONDED. All these in faver say AYE. All these eppo.sed? 
the MOTION is =ied UNA.NL.'10USLY. The questien then is en the MOTION made by MR. 
ZELINSKI to. delete from the CHARTER, (to. recemmend actually), that the CHARTER 
REVISION COMllISSION delete the language "appeintees to. the regular police force, 
would no.t have passed their 36th birthday." 

MR. HAYS: POINT OF ORDER. I believe that HOTI ON was made by MRS. COSENTINI. 

HR. MILLER: Oh, I'm sorry, HRS. COSENTI.c'IT actually made that MOTION. We're now 
vo.ting en that. A YES vete is fer the deletien ef the "36th birthday" requirement, 
a NO veta would be OPPOSED. All those in favor say AYE, all those OPPOSED no. We' 11 
hav"! to. take a DIVISION using the machJne, UP fer YES, DOilN fer NO. The HOTION ill 
CARRIED by a vote of :aD YES, 6 NO. I believe now 'Me can move en from the Pelice 
Department: SECTION into CHAPTE.'1. 44, the Fire. Department. 

MR. LOOMIS: We did take a vete on the residency requirement regarding the Fire 
Depart:m.ent. However, it is a censensus of these who voted in FAVOR or deleting this 
to allow the laIl.oo-uage to. remain. I think the SENSE-OF-THE-B08...U is fairly clear. 

MR. MILLER: I t:hin..~ the SENSE-DF-THE-BOARD is. I really think yeu ha;o:e to. take a 
vote on it, MR. LOOMIS. 

MR. LOOMIS: If yon require a vote I'll make a HOTION to report eur favorable reperts, 
delete that requirement out. I don't see a necessity fer a lengthy discussion. 

MR. MILLER: We ceuld take a fairly quick vote en that. There has been a NOTION 
made by MR. LOOMIS to. delete residency requirements fer the Fire Depart:ment. Is 
there a SECOND to. ,.hat? 

MR. :aAXTER: I wender if HR. LOOMIS would accept an amendment to. that MOTION to. 
remove the language regarding the "36th birthdey" in this prevision? 

MR. MILLER: In one MOTION? 

MR. LOOMIS: Yes, but that's in a different: SECTION. It's 44lB that refers to. 
residency. 441A refers to. the age. 

MR. MILLER: I t:hin..~ we could vete on this ve....ry quickly. They are diffQT"ent 
issues; we have the ene HOTION to. ta.1te eut the residency re'lnirement. 

MRS. COSfu'ITINI: rId like to. aak either MR. LOOHIS. er MR. BAXTER, er MRS. M\,E, >'hen 
yeu discussed this is there any substantial difference in the rele ef a policeman 
being here 24 hours a day, or the rele of a firemen? 

It seems to. me their services are somewhat different. It may be that you >,ould '.-ant L 
it in for the policemen. What does tha fireman do when he. is eff duty that, is also 
related to .safety? I'm not clear about that, 
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MR. LOOMIS: I, e did not discuss the differences. I would agxee with MR. BAXTER, 
the magical age of "36" is hardly something that has been scientifically a=ived 
at in any kind oJ: determinati.on of the exact duties between a fireman and a 
policeman.. So,! would NOVE that we vote on these two issues, or, I would recomme!ld 
as we did in the Police Department, simply to remain consistent in the language 
of this CHARTER. 

MR. BAXTER: When we discussed, I believe it's fair to say that we discussed both 
of these provisions together, The firemen and the policemen were discussed as one 
unit. We didn't single out, ( at least my memory is), we didn I t single out a 
laundry lis t of reasons particularly for the firemen. But what I've seen them do 
when they're off duty and there is a serious fire, there is a serious problem. They 
fight the fire or man the station so that the station will be ready to respond to 
another fire. The needs are very similar, although different 1>ecause they don't 
respond to crime. 

MR, WIDER: I feel the s=e 'i/ay as Mrs. COSENTINI does. I think we are being a 
little discriminatory when we take the police and we von t hat they h ave to maintain 
residency and we turn over to the very next chapter and say 'i/e want to delete the 
"."R; rlpn"y re11uir""'8Ilt for the Fire Department. 

Now the Fire Department is called in just as much in an emergency as the police are. 
I see absolutely no reason why We should have discrimination within our City between 
employees, This is Willfully what it is, 

) MR. ZELINSKI: Something was brought to mind upon hearing NRS. COSENTINl' S question. 
I recall reading not too long ago in one of the New York papers, a situation '.here 
an off-duty fireman 'i/as walking down the street, saw a fire in an apart:m.en.t building, 
ran and not only turned in an al= but 'i/as instrumental in saving the lives of several 
of those people in that particular apartment; "hich '.culd seem to me justification to 
be consistent, as HR. WIDER just said, and not discriminate bet".een the police and 
the firemen. 

So, I believe that it would also possibly save lives and be to the advantage of the 
citizens of Stamford to have the firemen also be residents o f Stamford. 

MR. ZI11BLER: I'd like to see the residency requirement for the firemen, I think there 
is definitely simnlarity between the Police and Fire Department. Of course there are 
differences. The simularity, of course, is that they are both para-military organizations 
of the type. 

I think the arguments that MR. :aA.'ITER advanced for the police:nen being in town are 
based more on an individual ( in other '.ords) , a particular policeman who is off duty 
and sees a crime being cO!Ill!litted and is in a position to prevent it or to apprebend 
the perpetrator. 

III the c<lse of firemen it's more the idea in the case of some sort of calamity, 
flood or a major uncontrollable fire, if someb~ng arises .here people on the off-duty 
shifts have to be called in in a hurry, the fact that t hese people would b e in town 
would ma.~e i .t thet much easier. And for that reason I'd like to see us go along with 
the reSidency requirement for the Fire Department as well. 

--_. __ ... -.... , .. . _-_._---.. - .. -_ .. _----------
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MR. D'AGOSTINO: I MOVE the question. 

MR. MII.LER: - Is t.here a SRCOND to that MOTION? MOVED and SECONDED. All tho~e in. 
favor say AYE, all those opposed NO. The MOTION is CARRIED. We'll proceed to a vote. 
The question is on the MOTION made to delete the residency requirement for the members 
of the Fire Department. 

A YES vote is, in affect, opposed to the residency requirement; a NO vote is for the 
residency requirement:. All those in favor say.AYE, all those opposed, NO. The 
MOTION is LOST. We'll take a division using the machine, UP for YES, DOWN for NO. 

MRS. PERILLO how do yon wish to be recorded? MRS. PERll.LO will be recorded as YES. 
The MOTION is LOST with 11 YES, 18 NO votes. 

MR. LOOMIS, we still have the other two matter'!. T _~l1PpO_S" s"meon~ will want to lILake 
a MOTION concerning a "grandfather" clause where persons presently employed by the 
Fire Dop<1rtmcn.t:. Then. I sup po .... th.u"., wlll Le a HOTION about the "age 36". Do we 
have a MOTION on the "grand£ather" clanse? 

MR. SIGNORE: I so MOVE, MR. PRESIDENT. 

MR. MILLER: MOVl'...JJ and SECONDED. All those in favor say AYE, all those opposed, NO. 
The MOTION is =ied IJN8J.Th'10USLr Do we have a MOTION on the _"age 36 ft ? 

MR. ZEL!J.'fSKI: So MOVE, MR. PRESIDENT. 

MR. MILLER: MOVED and SECONDED. The MOTION is to delete the language requiring that 
members of the Fire Department be under 36 years of age. All those in favor say AYE, 
all those opposed NO. The MOTION IS CARRIED IJN8J.'!IMOUSLY. 

MR. BLOIS: May I ask MR. LOot-lIS if he forgot to inject the Auxiliary Police in there? 

MR. LOO1-lIS: We- did, NR. BLOIS. I reported that at the very beginning of my report. 
They will be included. 

MR. BLorS: Did we VCTE on it? 

MR. LOO~IIS: No, we didn't. But this will be inclUded in our body of our report. NR. 
MILLE...~ we have 42 different recommendations. Now. if you wish to be here all night 
long I'-m perfectly willing to stay. But there are certain recommendations we felt 
should be the vote of this entire Board. 

On an issue 1L\:e this, where everybody 'ilas agreed that it was a natural thing to do, 
we decided to go along --

MR. MILLER: The committee was agreed, but I don't know that the entire Board was agreed. 
In effect, you would be adding something that was not in what We received from the CHARTER 
PJlVISION COMMISSION, is that right, MR. LOO1-lIS? 

MR. L.OOms: The powers that the Auxiliary Police now enj oy are powers that we approved 
in a RESOLUTION several years ago. All they are saying is that they .. ant those powers 
recognized in the language of the CHARTER. We're simply agreeing to what already exi.sts. 

o 
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MR. MILLER: Who did? The committee did? 

MR. LOOMIS: That's correct. 

MR. MILLER: But that's not the entire Board. 

MRS. COSENTINI: I'd like to. make a MOTION, M:r, CRAIFMAl.'!. that Wli accept thc committee' ~ 
recommendatio.n • 

. MR. ZELINSKI: SECOND. 

MR. MILLER: All those in favor say AYE, all tho.se opposed NO. We'll take a 
DIVISION using the machine. UP fo.r YES, DGml for NO. The MOTION IS CA..'<RIED. 
26 YES, 1 NO. HR. FLIl.i'!A.GAN will be recorded as a NO vo.te l that's 25 YES, 
2 NO. 

MR. LOOMIS: If t co,,1.<1 move o.n to. cHA.PTER 45> the LAW DEPT. In S.ectic.>n 450 in the 
middle o.f the sect:!.on there is a sentence that states: "the o.ffices, departments, 
boarda, co.IIlIll:f.nnians, authorities, .ageucies and employees shall not employ other ccunsel." 

It was onr feeling, the CDHHITTEE, that the language shcu1d not be so restr:!.ctive 
and that we shculd suggest to. the COHMISSION that they adcpt o.ther language that wo.u1d 
be more permissive in allowing some o.f these o~her agencies to. take o.n counsel as 

r . O 
they now do. So, I wo.uld so HOVE. 

HR. MILLER: Is there a SECOND to that mo.ti.o.n.? HOVED and SECONDED. 

;. MR. BAXTER: I believe, and aga:Ln, my memory could be wrong, that the Committee 
I recommendatio.n was to. delete that s.entence, net to recommend anything to the Beard. 

Just to. recommend the deleticn of the sentence wh:!.ch says: "the offi.ces, departments, 
boards, commissicns, author:!.ties, agencies and emplo.yees shall employ other ccunse1". 
Which :Ls a di.fferent th:Lng th.en ask:Lng them to fill up the CID\.RTER with ether language. 

HR. LOO~lIS: MR. BAXTER, I stand co.rrected! 
then recommendatio.n.. I wo.uld change my o.wn. 
as o.ppo.sed to. suggestion to. the Commission. 

I see the language here. It is deletion rather 
language to. allow fer the word "deletion" 

HR. MILLER: So. yo.nr changing your moticn? Is there any further discussio.n on that 
moti.0.n.1 

MR. BLUM: I do.n't know if thi.s is a new HOTION. 

MR. MILLER: No. > en. the debate o.f HR. LOOMIS' MOTION and the Law Department. 

HR. BLUM: On the enti.re section? 

MR. MILLER: Well, what do. yo.u have NR. BLUM? 

MR. BLUM: As lo.ng as we are talking o.f the Fire Department and Police Department 
orequir:Lng residency, I th:Lnk that we sho.uld require o.f all departments res:Ldency. 

HR. MILLER: That is not in order now, :MR. BLUM .. 

MR. BLUM: That is net :Ln o.rder --
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MR. MILLER: We're considering a MOTION on the LAw DEPAR'IMENT. Is there any dis
cU3~ion on that HOTION Lo <l<!lete the language of "Offices, departments, etc., sha11 
llOt employ othtll' <!OlIJlSe1"? Then the next sentence, "he shail have charge", your 
deleting "he shall have charge of all appeals"? You're not deleting that are you? 

MR. LOOMIS: No we're not. 

MR. MILLER: Will you repeat the MOTION, MR. LOOMIS? 

MR. LOOMIS: The MOTION is to delete the sentence which appears mid-way in Section 450, 
the sentence starting with "the offic"",; _-departments", and ~o on. 

MR. MILLER: And ending with "other counsel"? 

MR. LOOMIS: That is correct. 

MR. MILLER: All those in favor say AYE, all those opposed NO. We'll take a DIVISION 
using the machine. UP for YES, DCWNfor NO. And the r.FfA.TJ~ will note that MR. SIGNORE 
and MRS. s.8J.'lTY are PRESErl"T and voting; also MRS. MCINERNEY. The MOTION IS CJl.RRIED. 
22 YES votes, 3 NO. 

MR. LOOMIS: On the same page of CEU'TER 45, the LAW DEPARTMENT, Section 452, this 
section permits various officials to request opinions fram the Corporation Counsel. 
Included in those who may request opinions are: the president of the Board, the 
Majority Leader, Minority Leader, and other Department officials. 

It was our feeling that Cm.IRlO.Ai'f of the Standing Committee should also be included in 
those who might be pe..."1l1itted to request an opinion. I would like to MOVE -that suggestion. 
which would go to the Commission. 

MR. MILLER: MOVED and SECONDED. The MOTION is to recOlIl!lle!ld that the Commission. 
include the Cm.m'1AN of the Standing Committees' of the Board of Representatives. 
Discussion. 

~JR. ZELINSKI: Would it be in order to ma.1<e an amen.dme!lt to that motion? 

MR. MILLER: It would. 

MR. ZELINSKI: What I would like to see is -- any membe:i:- of this BOard also could 
sea.~ an opinion from the Corporation Counsel's office. 

!>JR. MILLER: I don't think ~JR. LOOMIS could accept it because he-is speaking on behalf 
of the Committee. 

HR. LOOMIS: No. First of all this was discussed in committee. There were some 
probl6!IlS even PERHITTING "Chairman", because those of us on the Fiscal Committee 
know there are a number of opinions and a heavy workload that the Corporation 
Counsel has to carry. 

And, if 40 different people along T"ith all the other persons who are permitted to '-' 
~equest opinions were to, free wheeling style, start asking for various requasts 7 it 
would be an impossible job for them to perform. So, I think it would be in the best 
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MR. LOOMIS: (continued) interest of that office to restrict those requests, the 
Cha.irman to Presiil .. n~ to the Majority o.nd Minority 1ea.JeJ.'l!. 

15. 

MR. ZELINSKI: I'm not asking for everybody working in departments., just for the 
members of this Board of Representatives specifically, as I discussed earlier about 
this age 36. I wanted to get an opinion from the Corporation Counsel's office so I 
could bring this up this evening. 

I think we are elected representatives and we have an obligation to our constituents. 
If I want to get an opinion frem the Corporation Counsel's office I'm sure I should 
be entitled to that privilege. 

MR. LOOMIS: HR. ZELINSKI, indeed departments have the right. It's in the CHARTER 
now; it's in the revision language, A!'lD they should have the rights. B:oards, commissions, 
authorities, agencies and bureaus hav" I'h" n.ght, and th",y MlJST have the J:iglJ.t, L<!eau,;" 
in their conduct of the daily btUiness of this City they must understand clearly what 
th" 1a:w ia. 

So, that, now is in the 1.an"auage of the Charter, and there is no intent to tamper with 
that. We have through the PRESIDENT, through the Majority Leader, through the 
Hinority Leader and through Chairmen of Committees, (if you adopt this HOTION I made), 
the right to request an opinion. 

r'\ I think the Chairmen of the coromittees, the Majority leader, Hinority leader and the 
'-" PRESIDENT of the Board should know who is making these various requests, because such 

requests may already have been made. Such opinions may have already been granted. 

So if p~ople are making all kinds of requests I don't think this is in the best 
intereseof the work of the Corporation Counsel's office and it may help to coordinate 
and facilitate our own work as a body, if we were to make these requests through our 
leaders and through our committee chairman. 

MR. HILLER: 11R. ZELnISKI, I will take your HOTION as an A...'1EJ.'lDHENT to the Committee's 
, HOTION and we'll vote on that first. Is there a SECOND? There has been a SECOND to 

MR. ZELINSKII"S MOTION. Is there any discussion? 

MR. D 'AGOSTINO: HOVE the question. 

MR. HILLER: Ls there a SECOND to that HOTION to HOVE the question? SECONDED. All 
those in favor say AYE, all those opposed NO. The HOTION IS CARRIED liNAJ.'lIMOUSLY. 
We'll vote on !:lR. ZELINSKI'S .e.MENDMENT, which would require that eve.ry member of this 
Board of Representatives would have the right to seek an opinion from the Corporation 
Counsel. All those in favor say AYE, all those opposed NO. The CHAIR is in doubt. 

He'll take a DIVISION using the machine. The machine has been cleared. The HOTION 
is LOST with 12 YES, 16 NO votes. The remainders are abstentions. We'n proceed 
with discussion on the main HOTION by l:lR. LOOMIS on behalf of the committee, to 
include Chaf=en of Standing Coromittees of the Board. Is there discussion on that? 

Sorry, I do not wish to talk on this. (End of tape Side 2. Beginning of 

MR. HILLE...": The HOTION is ca=ied llNA...'ITHOUSLY. He'll proceed nOW if we can, to the 
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MR. MILLER: (continued) Helfare Department. You have something on the Law Department, 
MR. BLUM? 

MR. BLUM: Yes I do. As long as We are talking about departments and residency, I 
feel that residency should be brought into the legal depa-~ent as to who they hire. 
I'm sure we have plenty of atto=eys here in Stamford if it came to a question that 
the:t'e ghould be residency as far as the legal department is conce=ed. 

HR. HILLER: You're making 2Jl1Otion, MR. BLUM? 

MR. BLUM: I am. 

MR. MILLER: HOVED &J.d SECONDED. Hell, in what area are you making the HOTION? You're 
1i.mi.ting it, I would assume, to the hiring of attorneys? 

MR. BLUM: I T,iould say> anything to do with the Corporation Counsel's office, 
those tllat are hired and that are attorneys that are hired in the Corporation Counsel t s 
o£fice or the Law Department. In other words> thf! l<!.ngl1age that was in the Polioe &J.d 
Fire Department, there should be no di.scrimination, in as far as the top echelon and 
those on the bottOll4 It deals with all, from the Hayor to the Public Works CO!ll!Il:lssioner. 

MR. MILLER: It has been SECONDED. Discussion on this HOTION to ask the cO!ll!ll:lssion 
to put into the CE8.RTER· a requireme!l.t that all attorneys employed' by the Lew Department 
be residents of Sl:<!m.ford. You havn't been very specific about the language, but I 
suppose they would have to be residen~ electors of Stamford. 

MR. LOOMIS.: Through you MR. PRESIDENT, I understand what MR. BLUM is getting at here. 
And ~1m. fearful because 1¥',e f re going to be proceeding and we,t re 'procseding even more 
slowly now then we were last Thursday. But we're going to be proceeding through a good 
number of departments. If we're going to have to go through this with each department 
i.t may be in the best interest to expedite things. 

I thi.nk MR. BLUM'S intention is to generally have no discrimination among municipal 
employees across the board. So, if I could, Mr. BLUM, amend what you're saying to 
include all municipal employees. We could vote up or down on that issue, and therefore 
not get into a vote separately on each department as we go through this report. 

MR. MILLER: We'll ta..1te that as the HOTION. Your point is well taken MR. LOOMIS. The 
MOTION is to require all municipal employees in the City of Stamford to have that 
reSidency requirement: similar to what would be required by the Police and the Fire 
Departments. Is there a SECOND to that? HOVED and SECONDED by =y. 

MR. LIVINGSTON: I would like to know haw would all empl"oyees of the mtmicipality -
would that include school teachers also? 

MR. }lILLER: I gness it would because they are employees of the municipality. They 
get their checks from the City of S. tamford. 

MRS. PERILLO: I SECOND that. 

HR. DeROSE: I would have been extremely disappointed this evening if some';m~ gadn't
d come up with something similar to l,hat MR. LIVINGSTON just came up with. And. ~ wcul 
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NR. DeROSE: (continued) respectfully differ with you with regards to ,.hether or not 
teachers are considered municipal employp-p~ . l~ wasn't too long ago that ,.e had 
quite a 1';0 around before thp. 1\oat"rt of. Ethi<r:s that it WliB thosc tCllchcX3 ,.ho were 
serving on the Board at that tilIle , and I think ,.ithout a doubt the teachers were 
clearly vindicated of any 'l<rong doing. 

I thlnk the question as to who the teachers are properly employed by, ·.hether it be 
the municipality, the State, or the school district, is not that c1eraly defined and 
it would have to end up in a court of law before ,.e really knOW' the answer to that 
question. 

So I would hazard a guess that at this point in time that you maybe mista.1(en as far 
as teacher's being municipaL employees. 

NR. MILLER.: ! don't really care as far as the LI'l1 1.,. "oncerned Hr. Dli:ROSE. I'm JUDt 
trying to find out ,.hat the na.t:ure of the 110TION is, and I thillk i t is a legitimate 
quastion. You 1= "hat 15 the iut-"lll.: l!"-l.'e tonight. Do you intend to include 
teachers or not? That's the decision that can be made wi thout ,.orrying about what 
a court mi:sht do. We have to know what we' re voting on. 

NR. FLANAGAi'q: I was persuaded by NR. BAXTER'S arguments, ( very persuasive arguments) , 
that it would be in the interest of the health and safety of this City to have to 
require that police and fire department members be residents of the City of Stamford. 
However, I fail to take that logic and apply it to all employees of the City of 
Stamford. 

They are not involved in the maintenance of our health and protection, and safety 
as in the s~ category as Police and Fir~ Stamford is an extremely e~pensive 
City to live in. If an elector of stamford passes a residency requirement for all 
muniCipal employees we're going to be faced ,.ith a v"'-~ serious problem to fill the 
jobs in this City. T"e will not get the qualified people that we need to run this 
City in the future. I adm:Lttedly opposed tMs amendment. 

l1RS. PE..'ULLO: I feel all people being paid with the tax dollar is an employee of the 
City. They could say they are employed by the State, but it is our ta.--.: dollars that 
are paying their salary. ! feel they should all live in .Stamford, regardless of who 
they wor k for. And living here they ma.1(e a very good pay. Tt h jll~1' M hard for 
them to live in Stamford as it is for a policeman or a fireman. I'm not saying that 
because I have policemen. on the force. 

l1y son-in-IZ',i/s happen to live in Stamford. 

NR. LIVINGSTON: I believe I underst=d every ones , intentions here. That is, we 
want to make the best possible thing happen in the interest of t..c.e people o£ Stamford. 
I have to question the fact, that, is it in the interest of the people of Stamford 
to lock ourselves into only a local hunt for talent to serve this City? 

Perh.a.ps we t ve :a.ade a mistake in some of these other t.hi.ngs we I ve voted ou . I don I t have 
a HOTION to !!lake, but I would ask the members of tMs Board to think very care£ully in 

J what we are about to do here. 

l1RS. C-OLDSTETN: Actually tMs is becoming more and !!lOre interesting. I just ',i/onder 
if I can live in Stamford and work outside of the City anymore? Shall we '.rite something 
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MRS. GOLDSTEIN: (cont:!.nni3d) into the CHARTER regarding that thing and anyone who commutes 
shall get five lashes or sometnlng Hk .. tha.t? I rQally think that even fo·r those of ~ 
who disagreed with the antAnclmP.o:tt i.n r'.!lation to the Police And Firc Department there 
certainly appeared to be reasons that existed towards some kind of reSidency requirement, 
but for every other municipal employee whather it is somebody who is HEa, MAa. or teacher, 
or whatever, I really feel there should be some freedom to liVJl where y=choose to he 
involved. 

MR. LOBOZZA.: Back to 'Iilhat MR. LIVINGSTON said about, about we're locking ourselves in. 
I think basically what we are doing is .,e're locking out people who live here in St:amiord 
ont of jobs. He look aroun';', we see everything out to outsiders allover the place now. 

I think .,e have to dra:w the line somewher'e. I think i1 we put something in he= 
if we can't find qualified people within the City limits, maybe at the discretion 
of this Board or something like that we can go out!!id" the City limits, but I think 
that people that live here, pay taxes here, shonld have first preference to jobs. 

MR. BLUM: I would like to see the deletion from the Fire and Police Department that 
they <lid not have to remain. a restient. But everybody knows not only did he have to 
be an electorate to he an applicant BUT he had to remain a residant of the City. 
And again, (I tm only repeating myself), I'm sure 'ile all know the cost of living here 
in Stamford as compared to the entire country. 

He're living in' a very high inflated City, yet we choose to take the Fire and Police 
Depa...--tmenJ:s and single them out. Now a qnestion is asked in regard to safety. I 
think I can find a safety factor in every department. I can find it if we ever had 
an .epidemic in the Health Department. 

There can be a time where we need the people in the Health Department at a moment's 
notice. There might be a contagious disease. You could find something within the 
Public Works Department; an emergency. I'm sure they take care of all the flooding, 
if there are floods -- and so on. I'le need them at a moment's notice also. 

What do we do? We call up at night, 227 is the number in Westport. Or, do we have 
to call White Plains, or Rye? Haybe Bridgeport, Connecticut. I hear t hey live as 
far as Bridgeport and Danbury. NOW, I think if the CEA..R.TER REVISION CCJM1-ITSSION wanted 
to, you know, at the time of the interview of CHIEF CIZANG.'Z.<\.S, if the person lived 
in a reasonable area of the City he could get there within 5 to 10 minutes. 

CHIEF CIZANCKAS didn't have that factor of whether a patrolman lived out of town or 
::lot, but, all of a sudden we are holy in the City of Stamford. He have to confine 
those who work in the Police Department and the Fire Department within the confines. 
You know what MRS. SANDY GOI.DSTETN? We're putting a bar around the City of Stamiord. 
Donlt let us out or we will try to get out. Don't let anyone in. We need guards. 

So, I thirL~ if the language in the Police and Fire Department was this lano~ge of 
remainir.g a citizen at all times , why, your = so called particular job should be 
deleted. 

HRS. HEME: ~!oVE the question. ~ 

MR. HILL.."R: HOVEn and SECONDED. All those in favor say AYE, all those opposed, NO. 
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MR. MIlLER: (continued) The HOTION is CARR.IED UNAJ.'lL.'10USLY. The question is on 
the !,ro!,cs.al to have the CHARTER REVISION COHMISSION !'ut into the CHARTER the 
proviso t:haL all City e!IlJ?loyees "Would have to be resident electors of Stamford. 
and remain such. I'm not going to make any comments now officially, as to 
whether that would include teachers. Nobody made a HOTION which addressed itself 
to the teacher, !,er sa. So that's the HOTION before the Board. 

MRS. PERILLO: I made a HOTION We include the school teachers also. 

MR, MIlLER: well then. that is going to have to be voted on as an amendment. 

MR. HAyS: Is the HOTION before the Board as you stated: that these pea!>le be 
local !,eople, or is it local pea!,le be given first preference? 

MR. MIT.T.EB.: I t would be, according to my understanding MR. HAYS, exactly the same 
as the provis.ions for Police and the Fire Departments. 

MR. HAYS: That w.ould mean when we reach full employment at some point, we're in
operative, as far as hiring MW people, if I undarstand that ao=cctly. Is that 
right? 

MR. HILI.ER: It's sim!,ly to apply t.o every municipal employee, the provisions that 
apply to the Police and Fire DepilXtment. Now, that's very clear. There was a 
HOTION made which I will t:J:!eat as an amendment to be voted on first; that this language 8 be c.onsidered to include the school teachers and that HOTION made by MRS. PERILLO. 

It:was sec.onded and we're now oJ?-eU for discussion on that point. I d.on't think there 
is anybody I know, there is nobody on this Board who could give a definitive answer 
on whether or not LEGALLY a teacher in the s.cho.olsys.tem is an employee of the City 
of Stamford. 

But. MRS. PERILLO has made her motion, it's been SECONDED, 
all e!IlJ?loyees be resident electors, include the teachers. 
to that question. 

that this requirement that 
\,e'll now limit our debate 

MRS. COSENTINI: I'va been waiting to speak on several of these items. I guess we ,qill 
roll it u!' into one, What I sense here is the ORIGil'<ll. HOTION maker being mad because 
he lost on his !,revious HOTION, sa now, for spite everybody else has to be included. 
I lost on that too. I don't think that is a very sensible way to make HOTIONS ,fran.1<ly, 
eS!,ecially for something as imJ?Ortant as the CHARTER. 

In other words, if Police and Fire do so should everybody else. That doesn't follow. 
It is not a logical way for that orig:!.nal HOTION to be made. Now, as far as the 
A.'1ENIlMENT goes, we're o!,enmg up another whole hornets nest, (it seems to me), in 
terms of the legalities of what kinds of elI!.J?loyees they are. 

I would just like to re.iterate some of the other comments. Why does eva..rybody feel sa 
happy when they're binding people up? Th.is is supposed to be the country of freedom, 
opportunity, movement, flexibility, and here we are. We're only happy when we make 
things as tight and as restrictive as possible for everybody concerned. 

I don't think that this is the interest of an open and democratic society. I just 
urge everybody to thin.1< very Seriously about '.hat they are doing here. I come from 
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MRS. COSENTINI: (continued) <i district '.here the vast majority work out of Stamford. 
Truo, the.;>"'r" probably wo:t'klng in private employment, but it is just a feeling that 
thcre is going to be a time when we may have to move someplace and we're not going 
to want a door slammed in our faces. 

I just think We ought to leave some of these things a little bit more flexible. 
- Certainly, as I said before, when the hiring time comes if preferences want to be 
C m.a.de, (and if preferences w<int to be listed in the Personnel policies of the various 
". hiring groups), that seems to me an appropriate place to do this. 

I have no obj ection to favoring home town people; I'm a "home town people'!, but certainly 
I thiIL~ the CFllaTER should be as broad and skeletal, as free to be able to adjust the 
change as the original Coustitution was. Let's not try to put every little rule, every 
little regulation, every little pet peeve we have against every other board, or every 
othu parson into the CllA.RTER. 

MR. LOOMIS: MOVE the question. 

HR. HILLER: HOVEn and SECONDED. .All those in favor say AYE, all those opposed NO. The 
HOTION IS CARRIED, We'll proceed to a vote. Request for a ROLL CALL vote. Will those 
members desiring a ROLL CALL raise their hands? There is a suffici.ent Il.!J!!l.her. 

o 

MR. FLAl.'lAGAN: POINT OF INFORL'1ll.TION. I just want to get it clear in my mind. When ~ 
the HOTION says resident elector which means that no temporary help be hired by the City \..J 
if .they were not registered voters, in other words, no youth could be hired because if 
they were under 18 they could not be electors; no resident alien of the City of Stamford 
regardless of length of time or residency here could be hired by the City of Stamford. 

)IR. HIT.i.ER: Let's proceed to a 'Tote on the teachers. 

MRS, PERTILO: I didn't ask for a ROLL cALL. Someone else did. 

HR. HILLER: We'll t:a..1<e the vote by ROLL cALL, We're voting nOW on the proposed amendment 
to the original motion, "hich 'ilould make it clear that the intent of this Board in requiring 
that City employees be resident electors include teachers employed by the BO<ird of 
Education. A YES vote if for that =dment, a NO vote opposed. The CLERK will call the 
ROLL. 

HRS. PERILLO - Yes 
~IR. Z~mLER - Yes 
''fR. DIXON - No 
1-IR. HAt'S - No 
}IR. HOFTI!.<ll'l - No 
MR. LOOHIS - No 
"IR. RAVALLJ::S.o: - Yes 
MR. PERILLO - No 
loIR' SIGNORE - Pass 
~IR. HIESLEY - No 
l-IRS. Hi\.(VE - No 
/OIR. LOBOZZA - Yes 
!-IRS. SANTY - Pass 
~IRS. RITCHIE - Abstain 
HR. FLAl.'lAGAN - No 
lrlR. SCHLECHTIfEG - No 

MRS. GOLDSTEIN - No 

DR. LOWDEN - No 
MR. D' AGOSTINO - No 
Hr. WIDER - Yes 
MR. RYBNICK - No 
MR. DeROSE - pass 
HRS. HcINERNEY - NO 
MR. BLOIS - Abstain 
MR. LIVINGSTON - No 
MR. BAXTER - No 
!vIR. ZELINSKI - No 
l1R .. COSTELLO - Absent 
MR. CARLUCCI - Pass 
HR. BLUM - No 
MR. CONNORS - ~To 
MRS. COSENTINI - No 
MR. HILLER - No 
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(continuing) I will call the passes. MR. SIGNORE, abstain; MRS 
MR. DeROSE, abstain; HR. CARLUCCI. abstain. 

The HOTION is LOST. Thare llre 5 YE3 votes, 6 ABSTENTIONS, 21 NO votes. 

MR. MTLLER: W .. wH1 now proceed to a vote on the main HOTION which involves all .of 
the City employees. The result of this last vete is a dete:rmination that the Board 
docs net wish te include whtill It ~ys City employees teachers. But we now have 
the main MOTION which is te have a residency requirement fer all City empleyees in 
add:l.tion te the Police and Fire Depa.rtments, but exc1ud:l.ng teachers emp1eyed by the 
Board .of Educatien. 

MR. LOBOZZA: MOVE the question. 

MR. MILLER: HOVEn and SECONDED. We'll proceed to a vete. The questien is en the 
reSidency "t'A<{ni.rPTTlM1r. 

HR. BLUl-I: Does this mean appointed efficials'{ 

21. 

MR. MILLER: Well, appointed .official such as members .of the Cabinet. Peeple .of that 
nature are already aevered in the CHARTER -!lith appointees fer Boards, and Connnissiens 
that have ne residentelecters already. 

MR. BAXTER: It is my understanding that this HOTION, and the questien was HOVEn znd 
/'\ SECONDED and CAR.1UED. Now it has discussien on it, you've allowed (here tape not 
U clear) 

MR. MILLER: Well, they have the right to it, MR. BAXTER. They have the right te make 
HOTIONS and speak on it. Yeur point is well taken in that it is new close to 10 .o'clock 
and we have a lot of work bexare us, and MOTIONS have te be serious. I think with 
,some anticipation that there is a real desire for d:l.scussion en the part of this Baard. 
We're geing to proceed to a vote en this question. 

All these in favor say AYE, all those opposed NO. The CEArR is in deubt. We'll take 
a DIVISION. The HOTION is en the residency requirement for all City Employees. 

MR. ZELINSKI: POINT' OF I1'lFOR.?1aTION. 

HR. MILLER: What's your peint of infermation? 

MR. ZELINSKI: Just s.o I get this clarified in my = mind. Possibly some .of the ether 
representatives might have the same questien. This goes back to the residency and the 
Section dealing with the Police and Fire. 

MR. MILLER: We're finished with that, }lR. ZELINSKI. We are not going to bring that up 
again. 

MR. ZELL'lSKI: Ne, but it is just a point of clarification. We clarified then that anybody, 
anywhere in the werld can apply for a jeb. It's when they get appointed that they must be a 
resident. of Stamferd. We're not excluding anybedy from the test? I hepe that. can be \,J c1a.rlf:led. 

MR. HILLER: I already said, ~lR. ZELINSKI, that the CHAIR aSSUll!es that the MOTION was 
to pn.t these ether people in exactly the same pesitien the members of the Fire and pelice 
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ME. MIlLER: (centinued) Dep.art:ments weuld be in. So., we'll take a vete USing the 

maclllu." UP for YES, er lXJWN fer NO. yes is fer the residency requirement. ME. 
DIXON will be recorded as a NO vote. The MOTION is LOST, with 10 YES votes, 17 No 
vetes. We'll new go on to the Welfare Department. 

HR. LOOMIS: May I remind tMs Board that this is not a 30-man CHaRTER REVISION 
drafting group. We're here to discuss the recommendations we've made and if w e don't 
proceed on that basis we're going to be here ferever. The "elfare Depa..4:ment. 
CRAPTER 46, there were no. changes that we made. CHAPTER 47, the language is largely 

ME. ZELINSKI: Regarding CHAPTER 46, \,elfare Depa....-onent, Section 460, public Welfare 
Commission, I presume that this --

ME. BLOIS: POUIT OF ORDER Mr. PRESIDENT. will yeu please let the CHAIID-l/L'T make his 
report before yeu have interruptiens. This is why we're deing •••• 

ME. MIlLER: I'lell, we have to. get through .... ith the Helfare Dep.art:ment befere we go 
en to. the Town Clerk. 

ME. BLOIS: Hell you're on. 46 now, right? , .. " 

HR. MIlLER: ME. ZELINSKI de you have something en cHAP1'&.'<. 467 

HR. ZELHSKI: If I may a.,k through yeu ME. LOa-rrS, this Section 460 Public \,elfare 
Commission., is tMs a new cotmn:!.ssion being established or a pres.ent one? 

ME. LOOHIS: This is an existing Commission, although their responsibilities are 
advisery now, so. that they're .mlonger an administrative commission. I;mignt add 
ME. ZELINSKI, that there were approximately 20 hearings held on various aspects o.f this 
CHARTER and it weuld have be.en helpful if you had been at least to. a FFJ.'1 o.f them, th= 
your questiens (at those times) could o.f been answered rather than ru:J'f/. 

HR. MILLER: Also the sise o.f the commissien has increased to five (5) members. If 
there -8.l:'e no }lOTIONS we I re going to go on .. 

HR. ZELINSKI: 
Pub lic 1'1 e1£are 

It d like to. make a l10TION.' I'd l1.1<e 
Commission be appreved by this Board 

to. move that the !!lembers o.f the 
o.f Repres.entatives. 

ME. MILLER: They arel That' g in here and confirmed by the Board ef Representatives. 
So that's there already. 

eIRS. COS'RNTINI: MR. LOOMIS is aware of my co=ent here because I did mentio.n it in his 
presence at the committee. meeting. This particular Advisory Co.mmission raising the 
questio.n that relates to. all the advisory .co.mmissio.ns that come up, wMch is to. say 
tha.t the head of the d"partment, for instanc .. , the Welfd.l.'e Dep"trtment --

ME. MILLER: Hell, are you making a 1-(OnON? 

~IRS. COSENTnlI: Yes, I ,qil1 make a HOTION. We'll no.w be supervised by the Hayer 
as o.pposed to. the Commissio.n. I would 11.<:e to. move that ::he Advisory Commissio.ns 
remain as adviso.ry; that they sho.uld be administrati'Te in the area o.f supervising 
the head ef the depertme..'1t. 

o 

O
r 
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MRS. COSENTINI: (continued) I do" not think the Mayor should be supervising a 
departm .. .nt head, m-if"ing report" lit th .. QIld of the year Ila to whcther or not he ahou1t1 
ilet a raise. T think th .. Comm:!.ision ,;euld have more kn.oW'le.dge of thia p.!.rticular area. 
I think the Mayor is NOT in a positien to do this for a whole bunch of Advisory 
Commissions. I think this is a real problem in function. I would like to raise it as 
.a MOTION, just for the purpose of discussion. 

MR. MILLER: Don t t raise it for the"purpose of discussion". 

MRS. COSE..1'ITINI: I Will; I mean I would like to see it passed. 

MR. MILLER: The CHAIR seems. to feel that your MOTION is: that all the boards and 
commissions, which are to be advisory, are to. be considered as administrative in 
that they are supervising heads of departments, rather than. the Mayor, and it would 
be these boards respensible for writ:i.ng perio=nce raportll rather than the Mayer. 
Is there a second to that motion? For want of a SECOND -- we'll move. CHAPTER 47, 
Town ~nd City Clerk. 

MR. LOOMIS: The section on the Town and city Clerk. We didn't recommend any 
raconmtendations for change. The language here is largely dictated by State Statute. 
471.., we made a minor grammatical change here. There was a word deleted. We just 
included it. As I go threugh the chapter there ' .. ere no other changes that we made. 
(End of Tape Side 3, beginning of Side 4) 

o HR~ LOOMIS: (continuing) (Some words lost between tape turning) ... hich in Section 
487 say.s that the City Eng-!...o.eer shall supply each certified bidder with test boring 
results. MR. BLOIS pointed eut if the language restricted the persons to be employed 
by"the City to provide the test borings, if trouble were to accure later en, because 
of 'constructien problems as the result of the accuracy ef the test borings the City 
might be liable for many, many dollars. 

Our recommendation here, UN,I.J.'lIMOUSLY APPROVED, would be to suggest to the Board, 
-- to the Commission rather, that they permit private engineers or private firms 
to also do test borings so that we would not be completely liable in cases where 
problems may arise. Haybe MR. BLOIS would 11..1<e to speak to this since h-e was the 
one to raise it to. cur attentien. 

HR. BLOIS: I think MR. LOOMIS covered it va.ry ni.ce1y. 

MR. HILLER: We'= had a MOTION made by MR. LOOMIS en this. HOVED and SECONDED by 
many. All those in favor say AYE, all these opposed :q0. The HOTION is carried 
O"NAJ.'lIHOUSLY. Anything else en this? 

MR. LOOMIS: There's just a clar1£ication ef the lan"auage en the following page. No 
change in intent. 

MR. MILLER: We're ever to. TITT'-Z IV - the Departmentef Traffic and Parking. 

MR. LOO~lIS: This is a new department (as most of you know) that the Charter Revisien 
.'-JCommission has =eated. It's responsibilities would be, including traffic, safety 

and control: off street and en street parking facilities; insu1atien and maintenance 
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MR. LOOMIS: (continued) of traffic control devices; aillna 1,,; .qi en·~ -'lnd. pll.'llllll.iHl.t 
markings and public transportatien planning. This NElf department weuld include 
those functions .of geve=e.nt = perfermed by ether autherities, agencies and 
departments in the City today. 

There was a change that We would lL1<e te suggest in Sectien 492. Sectien 492 
creates a Traffic Commissienwhich will .oversee the werk .of this NEl, department. 
It would include the Mayer, the Chief .of Pelice, the Fire Chief, the Planning and 
Zoning Direct:or, and, the Commissiener .of Public Works. 

The Hayor would be CHATh'18J.'l. It was .our feeling that after the initial work in 
creating and moving this department, that perhaps alternates .or designated members 
of these departments ceuld be appeinted te serve en this commissien in the absence 
(for example) of the Chief .or .of the Planning and Zening Direct.or. 

I would like tn )fnVE that "'Ii adopt lnnguagc that weuld permit the IH't!"<!.!.lCe of 
alternates .of any of these five people te serve on the Commission when they would 
b .. a.utheri.zcd by the vari.ous ruewLe.cs described here in Section 492. 

MR. MILLER: HOVEn and SECONDED by several. Discussion. 

MR. BLlJl-1: At this time I would like to make a 1-lOTION that instead of this being 
called the Department .of Traffic --

MR. l1ILLER: MR. BLUl-l we haVE: a HOTION en the fleer. 

MR. BLUl-l: Well, I I d like te make an ANENDMENT then to the 

MR. MILLER: You want te make .a MOTION con.cerning the n<!IIle .of the department, which 
would be quite Mfferent. WeIll vote en this HOTION first. 

HR. BLUl-l: In regard te that MOTION, I alse haVE: something en that. In these that 
should be made up - ma!.<ing .of the Traffic Commission, I feel that that should be 
made up .of ethers than the City Officials, such as the Hayer, the Chief of Pelice, 
etc. There sheuld be some public people whe are knowledgable .of traffic and trans
pertatien preblems. 

MR. MILLER: Weare going te have to vete en the HOTION We have first. Then >Ie I 11 
take yeu:r HOTION. They are twe different types. 

MR. BLlJl-1: Ceuld it be included as an ili'1&'lDH&'lT te it? I mean, is the Traffic 
Commission geing te.be made up selely .of the Hayer .or the executive department? 

MR. l-lILLER: There is a complete dHference bet-ween the twe approaches. MR. LOOMIS 
is not advo<:ating any essential change in the Traffic Commissien. He is just advocating 
that if i.t continues to be a commission, with the Hayer as eHAIRNAJ.'l, and 'larieus .officials 
as members, they should have the right te designate alternates. l'le'll vote that UP .or 
DOWN first. Is there any discussion en HR. LOOMIS I HOTION? 

All those in favor say AYE, all these .opposed NO. ,<e'll ta.1<e a DIVISION using the 
machine. UP fer YES, DOWN fer NO. MOTION is CARRIED with 16 YES vetes 3 NO votes. 
The members of the Traffic Cemmission would be permitted to designate aiternates. 
Thatls .our recommendation. 

o 

o 

o 
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MR. BLUM: Would it be in order to so MOVE that there should be public members on 
this Commission? Would this be in order. or is i.1: now set that th .. Commission 
should be made up of the Mayor, Chief of Police, Chief of the Fire Department 
.a.nd the alte=ates they might designate? 

MR •. MILLER: No. The .recommendation at the present time is to retain the Traffic 
Commission, but to peDIlit the members to designate .alternates to attend meetings in 
their absence. A MOTION to create a Traffic Commission of a different type '.ould 
be in order. 

MR. BLUM: I :would like to make a MOTION to that. He should have people 'Nho are 
kno;;ledgeable, that this be a public commission of people that are knowledgeable 
of t:ra.ffic, parking and t:t:a.nsportation needs of the City of Stamford. 

MR. MILLER: Appointed by --

MR. BLUM: Appointed by the 11&yor and 4ppL'OV·.,d uy the Board of Representatives. 

MR. ZELINS1a: I '11 SECOND th<1.t. 

MR. MILLER: We now have a MOTION on the floor to change the essential nature of the 
TJ:affic Commission ; to make it simil.a.r to any other Boa:rd or Comm:i.ssion appointed 
by the Mayor, subject to confi:cnation by the Board of Representatives. Discussion. 

(J MR. HOFlM.AJ.'f: I r d like to spe.a.k AGAINST this pa.rticular proposal. The reason 'Nhy 
is, because the traffic conditions, I think, in this tow.n are really deplorable. 
I question 'Nhether or not we have anybody here at the I!lOtIleIlt 'Nho is capable or dealing 
with. this p.a.rticul.a.r problem. 

I believe that the Chief of Police, the Fire Chief, the Planning and Zoning Director 
and the Commissioner of Public Works, who is, indeed, the person who is resp9Usible 
for the public roads, is adequate. I think to put on some other people 'Nho would 
have to go through sOIlle'ilhat of a training period to be brought up to date on what I s 
going on and so forth would be just too cumbersome. 

I think that this five-man commission would be much better and that was the reason 
why I also voted agsinst even having alternates to this people. I think that 
t.ra.ffic is of such importance, and again, so BAD that this really needs some serious 
attention. Let's not dilute the effectiveness of these five members of this commission. 

MR. BLUM: The reason why I present this Commission as it is is, if we would look at 
our State Transportation Commission in the selection of various people. on the Department 
of Transportation. The people 'Nere picked by needs, or their particular interest in 
va..rious things. I'm sur.e those who are on the Department of T=nsportation have same . 
type of input. 

We have a fellow by ·the name of Hr. Frank Herlino who sits 00. this Department of 
Transpo.rtation. We have others; I think Stuart Lowe from Darien. Hhat I am. trying to 
say is that 1'm sure, in the City of Stamford there are exper-...s in transportation. 

OThere are experts io. road building, there are experts in traffic. By t.'J.e same token, 
when we go out for other Commissions we try to find expertise for those particular 
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MR. BIJJM: (continued) boards and commissions. I think the same would apply to this 
particular department, and I think that is PART of their duties "hether they w.;.t'e on 
the Commission or not. 

I thin..l<. the Hayor is responsib Ie for traffic as part of 
Chief of Police is responsible for traffic and parking. 
so designated as the Traffic Commission, that's part of 
their duties. What we're looking for is people who are 
as We do in other commissiollS and agencies. 

his duties. I think the 
I thin-l<. that everyone that is 

their obligation and part of 
involved in the PUBLIC SECTORS, 

MR. BAXTER: I think having interested and knowledgeable public memh-ers on this 
Commission is a little bit like having experts on industry, in general, as the 
operating line supervisor of a manufacturing plant. or, lL1<e having a Harva:rd 
management type as .a captain of a naval vessel in the mi.ddle of a war. 

It'" wonderful to talk about mass transfer expertise or road building, but this isn't 
thatl This is traffic and parl<i.ne; and parking. And we need the ?"ople that HR. BLljH 
co=ectly and accurately points out are responsible for it, sitting together in the 
same room, at the ~ tnble, at the ~ time ur day, speaking the~ language, 
and resolving the five different points of view that are' there. 

Not to belabor this any:¢ore, I suggest We DO NOT. agree with MR. BLUH. 

MR. ZELINSKI: After listening to same of the comments, I'm really very concerned 
that the City the size of Stamford,. with, the population of 105,000, doesn't have 
at least five people that know something about t...-r-affic, '.ith the exception of the 
five members that this Charter Revision Commission wants to put on it. 

I believe that we have a respollSibility to the citizens of Stamford to allow them to 
became more involved in gove...'"Dllte!lt by serving on boards and commissions. I thin-k 
this is one commission that this would give an opportunity to those members of the 
CO!Il!IlllIlity who would LLke to get involved, who would have an expertise in this particular 
field, to HAVE them get INVOLVED. 

MR. LOBOZZA: Why don't Vie ju.st let these people be the alternates? 

HR. LOOMIS: HOVE the question. 

MR. HILLER: HOVED and SECONDED. All thO<em favor say AYE, all those opposed, NO. 
The HOTION is CARRIED 1J'N8.:.'iIMOUSLY. The question is on Section 492 - Traffic Commission, 
chang~ng the nature of the n:affic Commission to provide that it should be lLke any 
other board or commission. Hembers would be citizens appointed by the Hayor subject 
to confirmation by the Board of Representatives. All those in favor say AYE, all those 
opposed, NO. 1-1 e' 11 take a DIVISION <!Sing the mac..1rine. UP for YES, or rom for NO. 
MR. BLm1 will be recorded as a YES vote. 

There are 2 YES votes, 22 NO. The HOTION is LOST. Is there anything else on Title IV, 
Traffi.c and Parking? 

o 

HRS. HcINER.i\JEY: Through you MR. PRESIDENT, I'd like to ask ~JR. LOOMIS about Item 1»3 0 
under Dnties of Traffic Director. He should be responsible for execution and admin
istrat:.ion of plants program, and number 3 is instillation and maintenance of traffic 
control devices, signals, signs and pa,emeut markings. 

Am I to assume that the men who are now employed as policemen and directly responsible 
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MRS. McINERNEY: (continned) to the Police Chief in the City, will D.CIW be transferred 
to the traffic and p.arking division? Inll they then be responsible to the Traffic 
Director or will We have to hire new men and train them in traffic control devices and 
signals? 

MR. MILLER: Is this going to lead to a MOTION? 

MR. LOOMIS: I think that that is a good question. There is no language in this 
Charter which will result in the dropping of .any employee in any Section regardless 
of what we do. Now, clearly the intent here is to get these various five parties 
together and decide HOH they, together, could manage traffic and parking in the City 
of Stmnford. 

It is also the intent that the people who are now working, (as you say). in the Police 
Department in this .area '.ould continue to do their work in that area. Perhaps they 
would be given added responsibilities. But the issue of exactly what hours they would 
work, .and how they would divide up the responsibilities woutd clearly rest with the 
Commission. We are giving the Commission the gower to make that kind of decision. 

But, there is nothing (this is at the end of the revision transition language), there 
is nothing that would result in the elimination of any employees. They simply become 
employees of the Commission. 

HR. HIttER: If there aren't going to be any MOTIONS we're just·going to move on. 
I think HR. BL1JM has a HOTION. We don't have time for these discussions. 

MR. BLUM: I've been trying to do this. I think this should've been the first thing 
before duties or anything. I perSonally think that this department should be changed, 
the name _- the Department of T=£fic and Parking should be called the Departme!lt of 
Transportation, and I would l1:.<e to so HOVE. 

MR. MIIJ.ER: There is a HOTION to suggest to. the Charter Revision CO!Illllission that they 
change the title from Department of Traffic and Parking to Department of Transportation. 
Is there a SECOND to that: MOTION? SECONDED by MR. LIVL.~GSTON. I'm sorry, Does 
anybody SECOND it? There is NO SECOND Mr. BLUM. 

MRS, McINERNEY: I would like to make a MOTION that once this Department of Traffic and 
Parking becomes part of the Charter that the men now employed in maintenance of Traffic 
control devices, signals, signs and pavement markings be retu.-ned to the actiVe police 
depa.-tment end_assume their police. duties for which they were trained, for which they 
are receiving a high salary, and for which they are receiving· very liberal benefits. 

MR. HIttER: You wish to put all THAT in the CHARTER? 

MRS. NClNERNEY: No, no, no. tet's just put it shortly. 
trained to do police work back in the Police Department. 
who are now employed in that same area. 

T.et'" lulve these men ""ho are 
The S<lIlle wi th the firemen 

MR. ~rrIJ.ER: So you're recommending that the CHART"...R include language requiring that any 
/-"'l police officer or firefighter who would be employed by the Department of Traffic and 
J Parking be returned to. either the Police Department or the Fire Department as soon as 

possible. Is there a SECOND to that HOTION? SECONDED by ;'IRS. RITCHIE. Discussion, 
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MRS. COSENTINI: I think the overall idea is good. How~ver. I thln.1< that these 
gentlemen who will now be in charge of the T=ffic Commission may feel the need to 
m.ak~ this a g....-adual transition in that they may have to use the expertise of the 
men there. 

I think the id~a is okay. I just don't want it too hard and fast. 
transition in a general kind of a way, FL.'lE. But, if it's going to 
thin.1< it's too demanding for an immediate kind of command to them. 

If it goes under 
be that rigid I 

HR. RYENICK: I oolieve that all of these people that are working on the markings 
of the streets are not policemen. There is a special policeman and there's 
civilians. I thin.1< there is only one policeman that does 

HR. HILLER: Well we have the HOTION. The HOTION assumes that there .are such people. 

HR. RYENICK: I just want"d to let her know that they arc not (Ill !,olicemen that are 
working on the --

HR. BAXTER: B~sides this Charter, .which we are struggling to assist in the birth of 
th~ Charter Revision w~ have a full. book of Ordinances, we have Civil Service regulations, 

'Ne probably have reems of "paper '.:Ihlch attempt to guard agains.t every single stupidity 
that's possible. Or, every possible variant situ.ation that comes up. And I suggest 
that "e have con£i~ce in the future people that hold soma of these offices that "e're /-, 
strengthening or maintaining and not try to put provisions like that in here. '-/ 

It's clearly possible under this particular depart:Iilent, this particular Section 
that the Tra£fic Commission can decide to continue things the way they are now, or 
to set something else up. If 'Ne don't agree "e withhold the money. It's so 
"onderful to have the power of the purse, . that you don't have to fill up the Cha...-ter 
with all this stuff. I suggest tb.at 'N'e don't try to do that now. And, that we 
do not a=ept HRS. HcINERNEY'S HOTION, although the intent is ex~llent. 

HR. WIDER: Hr. BAXTER echoed my sentiment on that. I'm a little concerned. If 
we are going on the laws to govern this City;) and 'We 1 re going to inj ect some policies 
in here to, I would feel that we = leave something to the Personnel Department. 

Also to the supervision of the programs ',o1hich we are outlining here in the Charter 
that they have to carry out. I don't thin.1< we should burden ourselves with dealing 
with WHO is going to be employed and WEO isn't! 

~JR. BLOIS: I just wanted to enlighten ~lRS. NcIW....P-NEY that the Parking Authority 
reiterates what HR. RYENICK s.aid, that some of these are special policemen. They 
are not regular policemen. Some of them are civilians. You couldn't very well put 
them bac..1< in the Police Departme:J.t. Naybe you should REViSE your HOTION 

NR. ~.o:LLE....1Z.: If she Ttlants to change her HOTION she can .. 

1-JR. LOOMIS: HOVE the question. 

~JR. HILLER: HOVED!L'lD SECONDED. All those in favor s.ay AYE, all those opposed, NO. 
The HOTION is c..A..'L'UED. We'll now vote on :1RS. HcINE ... fL'lEY'S ~lOTION concerning the 
Department of Traffic and Parking. All in favor say AYE, all those -- Nell, we'll 
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MR. MILLER: (cont:iIw.ed) take a DIVISION using the machine. UP for YES, DOWN for NO. 
The MOTION IS LOST. 3 YES, 24 NO. It's now 10:20. I think we'd better decide Chat 
we're going to pursue this very seriously and go through the rest of this r.RARTF.R 
and consider the important questions involved. There is not going to be any other 
ev~g for a meeting and if YOU people wish to stay until 2 or 3 in the morning, 
you'll be making that decision. If we lose the QUORUM about 12: 30 the balance 
of this document is just going to remain as is for the time being. 

MRS. COSENTINI: POINT OF PERSONAL l:'RLV:t.J:.EGE. NR. CHAIRM8J.'!, I've sat here and listened 
to countless exhortation on us to do our business as hastily as possible. I understand 
we have a great deal to do. However, this is an extremely significant document. I 
don't think anybody has been toying ,.,ith anything here. Every persoD. who has spoken 
has, I think --

MR. MILLER: Your point is well taken HRS.. COSENTINI. 

MRS. COSENTINI: T wonlci jllSt like to Slay I don't wnnt anymorc lectures! 

1-lR. MILLER: Yes, I'm going to give lectures because last time we had an experience where 
a number of people left ",hen they felt they wanted to, for whatever personal reasons 
they inight have. We had difficulty keeping a QUORUM. He are going to PROCEED to 
Title V~ Chapter SO. 

, MR. LOONIS: Title V, Chapter SO. General Provisions cover Boards and Commissions. 
,,) There is language later on in the Charter, specifically Section 731.4 which talk about 
. MINIORITY representation. We feel that that language should be included in this 

Chapter SO. 

It call';,'for a mere majority of either political party to serve on the various B.oards 
and C:ommissions. That language properly belongs under Chapter 50. I would li.."'<.e to 
make that MOTION. 

MR. ~JILLER: 
opposed NO. 

HOVED and SECONDED. Discussion? All those in favor say AYE, all those 
The HOTION IS CAR.'UED UNANIHOUSLY. 

HR. LOOMIS: Section 503. He have another change to reconnnend. Section 5038. says: "the 
Hayor shall annually submit to the Board of Representatives at his first meeting after Dec. 
1st, his nomination for members of each appointad board and commi.ssion where a vacancy 
exists." What we would like to do is add l.a.n.,auage to the fact that he can go NO longer, 
or SHE could go no longer then 60 days in te:t'l!lS of filling a vacancy. 

There have been cases where vacancies have been allowed to go on and on and on with 
certain people sitting on these Boards and we thin.1< it would be expeditious and 
good order to have those appointments, or vacancies filled within 60 days. And, I 
so MOVE. 

MR. MILLER: MOVED and SECONDED. Discussion. 

MR. HAYS: I couldn't agree more with the Committee's reconmendation. But that Charter 
(-')requirement seems to be, not to really have a lot of value unless some alternate 
vnethod to solve the problem. is found. If the appointment. is NOT MADE within 60 days 

have the Board of Representatives fill that position, or sametting • 

.... _-- --. ------_._---_._---
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MR. LOOMIS: Well, Hr. HAYS, if the Charter says that HE must submit a recoIml1.e11dation within 
GO <l<J.y OJ HE will be violating the Charter it HE didn 't. 

MR. HAYS: And what happens if he violates the Charter? 

MR. LOOMIS: The same thing I suspect would happen if he violates ANY provision 
that relates to the duties and responsibilities of his office. 

MRS. GOLDSTEIN: POINT OF INFO&''!ATION. MR. LOOMIS, what happens if the respective Town 
and City Committees do not submit a name to the Hayor in a timely fashion? 

HR. LOOMIS: Hy understanding is that PROCEDURE is NOT spelled out in the Charter. 
The tradition that you're speaking of is something that Hayor's customarily have to 
adhere to. 1'm not sure We should get involved in traditional party partisan practice 
here in tho Chm.'ter. 

HRS. C-OLDSTEIN: I agree. 

MR. MIu.ER: We had a HOTION on the floor. The discussion is on that HOTION. 

MR. DL,,{ON: I would just like clarification. Is the recommendation for the Hayor to fill 
the vacancy or submit a ~e within 60 days? 

MR. LOOMIS: MR. DL,,{ON the recoIml1.e11dation is for him to submit a name. We didn' t want :::) 
to tie ourselves down, because sometimes we know the work of your committee can be quite 
heavy. So the recommendation is for his submission of a name within 60 days AFTER vacancy. 

MR. MILLER: W'e'll proceed to vote. 

MR. ZIHl3LER: I was going to HOVE the question, HR. PRESIDENT. 

11R. l'[[T·P·R: HOV""JOJ) and SECONDiill. All those in favor say AYE, all those opposed NO. 
The HOTION is CA.'\RIED. We'll proceed to a vote on this "no longer than 60 days for the 
filling of the position", that is actually the submission of the name to the Board of 
Representati'les. All those in favor sayJ.YE, all those opposed, :rOo W'e'll take a 
DIVISION using the machine. l.J'P for YES, DGHN for NO. HRS. RITCHIE is to be recorded as 
a YES vote, also HR. PERILLO. The HOTION IS CA.'l...'UED. 22 YES,S NO votes. 

~!R. LOOMIS:- There were no other changes exc.ept a few gr.amma.tical 
rest of that. 

MR. ~ITLLER: 11R. ZELINSKI, this is on this section? 

changes in the 

MR. ZELINSKI: Yes, on Chapter 50, Section 500 regarding appointive Boards and Commissions. 
I happe!l to notice there, that there are several boards and commissions which are not 
mentioned. Does that mean -:;.:;re'::e deleting those boards and commissions from the Charter,. 
HR. LOOmS? 

MR. rITu.ER: I think it could probably be pointed out that some of our boards and'~\ 
commissions are not Charter boards and c~ssions, such as the Ruman Rights Commission. ~ 

HR. ZELINSKI: Yes, the Commission on Aging. There's about ten of them I have circled 
that aren I t mentioned .• 
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MR. HIL:LER: Environmental. Pl:otection Board. So that I s why they are not mentioned. 

MR. T,OClMIS: MR. MILLER, you recall we did dlscuss that issue with the Charter Revision 
CO!IIIlIission. Hany of theS<! comtni.ssions, MR. ZELINSKI, that are not mentioned are largely 
the creation of Federal or State Statutes. Those statutes and those regulations often 
change. It was felt it would be un"Wise to put language into the Charter about such 
commissions and .agencies "Which really are governed by laws other than those "We pass 
as a municipality. 

MR. WIDER: Under Section 53C, the Mayor may remove members over the appointed Board. 
I see everything in here but the process. Would there be a process in this Charter 
for the removal of the Mayor? 

MR. MILLER: There is, yes -- IMPEACHMENT. Chapter 51, MR. LOCMIS. 
(End of Tape side 4. !ltRrt sfde 5) 

MR. 1lA.X:TE..".: (Some words lost here) time we met on this. When we went over Chapter 40 
which is the general provisions for the appointments of Department Heads, etc., some 
of the discussion that came on here made me realize that I hadn't considered trying to 
find, in the Charter where it said that the Board of Representatives gets to approve 
the appointment of the Public Works Commissioner and the Corporation Counsel. I then 
spent a good part of the meeting last time trying to find that provision in the new 
Charter, like it nOW exists in the old Charter, and was completely unsuccessful in o finding that provision. . 

So, .what I Would like to suggest, although it is not now under Chapter 50, (it is still 
a general proviSion to rectify what we didn 't S<!e last time), is i:hat we suggest to the 
Charter Revision Commission that they add language to this Charter, if it doesn't already 
exist, which I don't th.in..lt it does. The appointments of the Public Works Comtni.ssioner 
and the Corporation Counsel be approved --

MR. MILLER: And the Commissioner of Finance? 

HR. BAXTER: And the Commissioner of Finance, thank you, be approved by the Board of 
Representatives. 

MR. MILLER: MOVED and SECONDED. 

MRS. HAlVE: I just wanted to SECOND it. ! looked through and I think that's missing 
.also. 

MR. LOOMIS: Yes HR. PRESIDENT, MR. BA..,\TER is correct. I don't think that the Charter 
Commission INTfu'IDED to omit this process. It was something that either they didn't 
forward to us in the overwho1e report or just did not include when typing this up, 
so I SECOND it also. 

MR, MILLER: All those in favor say AYE, all those opposed, NO. The MOTION IS CARRIED 
UN.!u'ITHOUSLY, Chapter 51. There is nothing HR. LOC~ITS? 

().'1R. LOOMIS: That's correct. Chapter 5111., Sewer Commission, and this is again governed 
largely by State language. We did have a recommendation Section 515. If I could quotEl. 
from. part oE that section: "The Sewer Commission shall acquire or construct any part 0:1: 
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MR. LOOHIS: (continued) the sewerage system until after a public hearing at which the 
"f£"ctive property uwuer>l of the municipality shall have opportunity to be heard con
cernLng t:..lte acquisition and so. on.. Notice of time, place, and purpose of such hearing 
shall be published at least 10 days before the date" -- and 'ile wanted to say: "in a 
daily ne'\ilspaper". We also wanted to insert the language "that effective parties would 
be not1£i.ed by letter", so this would insure that those parties who are effected 
were 4.ri.deed notified 1£ that hadn't been seen in a newspaper. 

MR. MILLER: So the change would be under Section SIS; that the notice be in a daily 
ne'\ilspaper and a££ected parties have notice by mail. 

MR. LOOMIS: That is correct. 

MR. MILLER: Is there a SECOND to that HOTION? HOVED and SECONDED. 

MR. HAYS: I 
confirm that 

don't think it's necessary to really move an amendment. 
the intent of MR. LOOMIS r proposal is that the letter be 

return receipt latter. 

MR. MILLER: Certified letter. 

MR. LOOMIS: Thatl s an excellent suggestion. 

MR. MILLER: Cert1£ied return receipt. 

MR. LOOMIS: Which we could add to the language. 

I just want to 
a certified 

MR. MILLER: 
llNfu'IL.'10USLY. 

All those in favor say AYE. all those opposed NO. The HOTION is CARP.IED 

MR. LOOMIS: 
Chapter 52; 
was a minor 

Chapter 52 - Planning Board. 

Yes~ again there were no 
Chapter 53 - no changes. 
change which I suppose we 

changes here by the Commission or the Committee, 
Under Chapter 54, the Board of Recreation there 
should vote on. 

That is under Section 540.1-3. It says that the Board of Recreation is authorized to " 
establish and construct and maintain all "recreation areas. They list those things that they 
should maintain and we thought that we should include "maintenance of buildings", in 
addition to beaches and rinks, becau.se there ARE buildings there that should be maintained, 
and consequently should be included in this Section. I so HOVE. 

HR. HILLER: ThiS is Section 540.1 -;'f 3, if A ? 

MR. LOOl-ITS: ifo4. I started by quoting 3, but I --

MR. MILLE.'l.: Chapter 54, Section 540.1, subdivision 4. 

HR. LOCI-ITS: I'm sorry HR. PRESIDENT, it is 3 as I originally said. The poimt is, 
our intant is that they be permitted to =intain and constr"ct buildings as they need. 

MR. ~ITLLER: It says: "is authorl-zed to establish, construct and maintain all recreation 
areas" • Now what do we want to add? 

MR. LOOMIS: And buildings. 

MR. HILLER: It will be all recreatioD. areas and buildings. Is there a SECOND to that 
mnt"';('tn? 

<J 
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) }lR. HAYS: I'd like to Ai.'!END that MOTION by expanding it to also include number 4. 
If I may, I want to add there, that they will be responsible for the maintenance of 
all City playgrounds and ballfie1ds, in addition to where it says:"public recreation 
areas including public beaches", etc. 

MR . WIDER: SECOND that ~!ENDMENT. 

MR. MILLER: You accept that MR. LOOMIS? 
LOOMIS is dealing with Subdivision 3, and 
dealing with Subdivision 4. 

Why don't we take 1-lR. LOOHIS' MOTION. Hr. 
he wants to add "bu.tldings". MR. HAYS is 

MR. LOOMIS: I s~e no reason not to accept ~lR . HAYS' MOTION , but we really didn't 
discu.ss this. Let me just give you the intent. 

MR. MILLER: Let's vote on l'lR. LOOMIS ' NOTION first. We're on HR. LOOMIS' MOTION, 
Subdivi~ i.on 3. 

!-lR. D'AGOS'l'LNO: I would LL1ce to speak on the same thing MR, PAYS was about to speak 
on, so 1: 'II hold off. If you'd mnve my name down, plMs.e? 

l'lRS, COSENTINI: This question probably pertains to this •• hole definition of what a 
recreation area is. '..Ihen MR. F.AYS' MOTION comes up for discussion it will also pertain, 
(I suppose I could talk about it now ) , to ball parks, that are, for instance, on park 
property. Is there a question about maintenance there? 

all parks that ?re, for instance, on Board of Education property , is tha t a recreation 
area? 

MR. MILLER: I~e'll vote on MR . LO<JloUS' MOTION, 

~lR. BLUM: We talk of buildings --

MR. MILLER: That's the MOTION to add the work bu.ildings. Now, are you for or against 
that? 

MR. BLUM: Just one minute. I want to ask: Where do we stand in the question '.here now 
lIl.Ost of the buildings come under the Public '..larks Department? 

MR. MILLER: I don't know where we stand, ~lR. BLUM. You could vnr e YES or ,TO on thi .. 
MOTION, 

l'lRS , McI~~: I'd l~,e to ask MR , LOOMIS a question. Who shall be responsible for control 
and direction of all activities at public recreation areas, including public beaches, 
ice skating rinks, etc.? I'm assuming that includes hiring t h e people to maintain the 
facilities, including the rest rooms and ~~ings like that. 

MR. MILLER: We're not talking about that, MRS , McINER.'lEY, loTe' re on HR. LOOMIS' :'lOTICN . 
All those in favor say AYE. all t hose opposed NO . The :10TION is CAR..,\IED UNA,'iINOUSLY. 
Now we'll get to Subdivision 4, MR . HAYS' MOTION . If you would repeat it MR. PAYS? 

R.;\,YS: Wi thout giving the exact language, I'll give t he intent, I would 1ikfuTtem 4 
"0 speci.fically include playground areas and ballfields to elude to Mrs. COSEflTI1 -'S 
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MR. HAYS: (continued) comment you see in the later paragraph. They have provided 
for ochool playground", where the Boaru of EUll<.!<iLlou <!ongentg. I certainly would 
leave that. And it's for maintenance that I'm specifically asking for, in addition 
to having the dir~ction of .activities at those places. 

MR. MILLER: You're talking about direction of activities at playground areas and 
hallfields1 

MR. HAYS: I'm asking for them to have the control and direction of activities at those 
places as well as having the responsibility of maintenance. 

HR. MILLER: You also want maintenance at public recreation areas, including public 
beaches, ice skating rinks, and wherever the Board of Education consents thereto, 
school playgrounds, stadium, school buildings. 

HR. HAyS: And ballfields. 

HR. MILLER: Yes, ball ground areas .• ballfields. Is there a SECOND to that HOTT.ON? All 
in· favor say!>YE, all opposed NO. The HOTION is CARRIEJJ UNANIMOUSLY. Is there anything 
further on the B.oa.rd of Recreation? We'll t~ a DIVISION u·sing the machine. The CHAIR 
declared it UNANTI10US. Does anybody want to discuss HR. HAYS' ~lOTION? 

HR. BAXTE..'<.: Hy discussion on this MOTION is not just to weste time. I th:in.1<:. that there 
is a tension, as all of us who have lived in the City, recognizes. A tension bet7i1een the 0 
Recreation Department and the Park Department about the very issue HR. HAYS just partially 
brought up, about who maintcins the ballfields. 

You know, if you look at this Charter that you voted on, I thbL~ it rates a little bit 
more discussion than a smmnary vote. At least 'Nhen 'Ne vote on it, we understand ·.hat 
we are doing. I always found that kind of pleasure nice, t..loat we do that. 

Chapter 59 of the Park Commission, 595.1, as I understand it, taL~ about the maintenance 
of all parks on which ballfields are naN located. ,</hen we accept HR. tL<l.YS' recommendation, 
we are obviously changing the intent of the structure of what TREY did. Now, I'm not 
going to go into the merits about the recreation and the parks, except to say that the 
Charter Revision Commission listened to this endless thing, just as we all have, and 
their solution to it. And it needs a solution. 

Tl~' $~lution to it was, both the Hoard ot Recreation and the Parks Commission are no 
longer autonomous Boards. If I could characterize what some of the Commission members, 
Charter Revision C.ommission members said is alot of this: "childishness" • Now, I 
am sure its not childish to those people in th.e par.ks ~partment or the Recreation 
Department who are personally involved. Alot of that. childishness has to stop. 

The way it stops is you elect a Mayor, you give him THE power to be able to resolve 
those disputes, and you get a coordinated policy of recreation. Now, that's what they 
tried to do. That's what these two provisions tried to do, and 'Toting for ~·lR. E8.YS' 
MOTION changes t..loat. I would suggest that we leave it the way it is. 

1-lR. BLOIS: I think that I ·.culd have to back MR. F-J\.YS up, being CtLURl-i<l.N of the 
Parks and Recreation Committee for the past three years. I would say that there, are 
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MR. BLOIS: (continued) many faults ~ith the ballfields. We have many, many, complaints 
thatth",y'r.enot kept in a pJ:opeJ: <.!onJ.ltlun . R"creation is very knowledgeable ahout 
recreation. I don't think L~" Parks Department is qualified for recreation . Therefore, 
I think ~e should bring things into perspective and let the Recreation Department take 
care of and maintain the ballfields, because ~e have thousands of kids and gro~ups 
playing on these ballfields. 

We have as many as 6-8-9 games per day played on one ballfield, and they need alot of 
supervision. The ballfields need alot of ~ork and I think at this time, the Recreation 
Department is the only one ~ho could really devote time to it. 

MR. D'AGOSTINO: I agree. I think all recreation should belong to the Board of 
Recreation. Ice Hockey! I can't see it falling under the Parks. What does Parks 
have to do ~ith ice hockey? It's a park; it's a sport. All sports should belong 
Ilnd .. r Racreation. 

I t's confuSing tu the people. You call for a permit for an ice rin..l(;: a permit for 
a field. Why ~ould you have to call the Parks? It 's a ball gam" . You call Recreation. 
I ~ould agree with MR. HAYS. 

MR. ZIMB~~: I too couldn't agree more. I have been approached by a · number of 
constituents ~ho are members of some of the organized softball leagues playing in 
the City and these people are actively engaged no~ in circulating petitions to that 

) effect. 

They have found fault do~ t~.rough the years with the ~ay the Parks Department has 
maintained the fields. In all cases, those fields that are currently maintained by ths 
Board of Recreation are kept in better shape. They feel, rightly or ~rongly, that the 
Board of Recreation, since they are sponsoring the activities in this in keep ing the 
fields playable, whereas the Parks Department is more conc8-~ed ~ith planting flowers 
and pruning trees and ~hat not. So I ~ould very much like to go on record as in favor 
of this. 

MR. BLUM: I guess what I am going to be saying is a no no an~ay, but I'm going to 
say it. You know, I've heard this about the skating rink being a part of the Par ks 
Department and I agree that it is a recreation. But, if you go to any other cities 
they've coordinated the ~o together. 

They are know-n as Parks and Recreation Department. The ~.o are one. DQt, I don't know what ' 
~ith Stamford. W~rve got a Recreation Committee and we 1 ve got a Parks Commission. 
If that remains, some day, ten years into the future '.e'll think, ~ell, I thin..1(; we 
ought to put it together . • 

MR. ROfFlof..A.l'l : I think I'm inclined to agree with ~(R. BAXTER, if, for no other reason 
then 1 think that the key to this particula r problem ~ould then be a duplication of 
effort. The Park Department would be taking care of certain of these recreation areas, 
and 10 and behold you've got the recreation group coming right along behind them and 
taking care of the same areas. 

lt d say this, if ~e do this, it's going to cost the taxpay er more money. I ~ould vote 
against that proposal for that very reason. I thin..1(; ~hat should be done is something 
perhaps that has never been done, and that is where a ~fayor has gotten bo·· th of the 
departments together and got them working as one. I thiILI(; that's probably the key to 
the whole thing. 
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HR. HILLER: HOVED and SECONDED. All those in favor say AYE, all those opposed NO. 
The HOTION IS CARRIED. We'll proceed to a vote on HR. HAYS' MOTION. All th()~", i.n 
favor say AYE, all those opposed NO. We'll take a DIVISION using the machine. The 
MOTION IS CARRIED, 16 YES, 8 NO votes. Anything else on Chapter 54 - Beard of 
Recreation? 

HR.. LOOmS: Chapter 54A deals with the Golf Commission. There is an issue that 
we have to resolve. However that issue comes up later in Section 903.2 so we'll 
discuss it then. Otherwise there are no changes in this chapter. Chapter 55, the 
Zoning Board. We do have a change. 

The Connecticut General Statutes provide that the Zoning Enforcement Officer for a 
DIllIlicipality shall be appointed by the Zoning Board. And, such is the case in most 
cities throughout the State. It has been the feeling of the Zoning Board, its 
CtiAIllliAl'f and members of the Board who have appeared before us, that zoning regulations 
are nnt" h.!ing adequataly iiU±orced at the current time. 

And, that. information, Which requires them to make judgments is not readily available. 
The pr.ob1em, app~an:tly, is thAt the building inspectors' office, upon whom the Zoning 
Board relies, is not able to respond to the specific complaints and there hasn't been 
time to follow up on the request made by the Zoning Board. 

In addition, apparently chronic violators, (since there is no follow-up) could continue 
to violate zoning regulations without any fear. Cons.equently w! are recommending that 
the Zoning Board be empowered to appoint a Zoning Enforcement Officer. Let me conclude 
by saying, there is some question on part of the CHARTER. REVISION COMNISSION as to 
whether it was in their province to permit the Zoning Board to do this. 

On Harch 4th the Corporation Counsels' office ruled that according to Section 719 of 
the Connecticut General Statutes, it 'Nas indeed the power of the Charter REvision 
Cotmnission to allow the Zoning Board to appohl.t such an officer. I so HOVE. 

HR. HILLER: HOVED and SECONDED. 

o 

HR.. BAXTER: I would just like to point out, and I think the thing we should focus on is not 
necessarily whether there are allegations or claims that the present Zoning Enforcement 
Officer either has or hasn't done everything that the Zoning Board would like it to have 
done. 

Because then we descend into personalities and it's not a good place to be. We should 
look for-nard. The Connecticut General Statu1:..OS, for a good reason give the Zoning Board 
the power to appoint its own Enforcement Officer. The ONLY body in the City that can 
direct that is Zoning; NOT the Board of Representatives. It's the Zoning Boa..-d. They 
need to have the right. 

They can't be hamstrung! They need to have the right to ap?Oint their enforcement officer. 
If they don't appoint their enforcement officer they have absolutely NO recourse. If 
that enforcement officer tells them: 'Listen, my budget was cut or I have other things 
that I have to do and I can't get involved with your problem, or I'll See you next week, 
or the phone is ringing or whatever. C) 
They are helpless. They could do nothing about it. Now, this doesn't mean that the 
Zoning Board might not apooint the Building Insoector to be their Zoning Enforc~'F'a 

• o~ town' s .. ~der the General Statutes in connecticut have appoLn e Officer. A Dllmo..e.r - ..........,. 

-~ .. -~----.-.~----------

the 
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MR . BAXTER: (continued) Building Inspector to be their enforcement officer. 
But they have the recourse if he, for one reason or another can't do the job; 
or they are not happy with it. They have the recourse to appoint someone else. 
I think that should be kept in mind. I thin.1< it is essential for a good zoning 
and the City depends upon how .. ell the audit use that we make of our land. I 
would a sk that you support MR . LOOMIS ' MOTION. 

MR. DIXON: I would simply ask that in the event that the Zoning Board goes 
out to appoint some other person to this position, does it mean that the pre
sent Zoning Enforc.ement Officer will lose his job? How does it affect his 
present job with the City? 

MR. LOOMIS: There would be no effect because the r.uJ.lding Inspector ' s office, 
we do their work currently which they are undertaking under the Public " orks 
Department. It i:1 the. cante.ntiou o£ tll<! Zvulng lloard that they don't have the 
adequate time to deal with the Zoning Board work and that they are indeed busy 
wi~h their other responsibilities. So that no one would be removed at all, MR. 
DIXON. 

MR. FLANA~~: I believe all the membership of the Board is in receipt of a 
letter from J~lES SOTIRE , ·.ho is Building Inspector and Zoning Enforcement 
officer at: this time, with documentation to shaw that in most cities the . 

. Building Inspector not only is the most qualified but it is more economical 
for the City to have them in fact enforce zoning. 

I raise the question that if our Building Inspectors office and inspectors can 
not enforce zoning at the same time they enforce the building codes, then they 
are probably not capable of enforcing the building codes or the zoning codes, 
or one or the other. 

When you hire inspect-Or.s you have to trust Cha_t they have the expertise, the 
qualifications, the time, and if they don't have the time, then perhaps there 
should be additions to the Building Inspectors Department. But, we have to 
trust the people to do the jobs that they are assigned to do 'ilithin the City. 

I happen to haYe confidence in the Building Inspector to enforce the zoning 
regulations of the City of Stamford. There has been disagreements ·.here you 
measure a building, be it fromthe corners or the centers or something lLtce 
that, but that is really nit-picking. 

I thin.1< by and large the zoning of the City of Stamford has been enforc ed by 
the Zoning Enforceme!lt officer in his whole capacity and that to add more 
personnel to do the same j ob at a time when the City is trying fo e<.'onomiza 
in all departments would be an ,,-~or. Further, to make it as part of the 
Charter would be compound.ing the error. 

"~. LOBOZ2a: We're talking about something tb~t I particularly don't l~<e, 
and that's an appointed Board or Commission appointing somebody to a job. To 
me, that is just another political plumb. I think, especially now t hat we had 
two or three people laid-oif in the Building Department, I don't think it's fair 
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lir.. LOHO~ZA: (continued) we take somebody from the outside that We really 
have no language on how they be hired or anything else, to give somebody a 
job just by handing it to them through a board or commission. I don't 
think it is fair to the Civil servants. 

and my exparien=·with the building department, with zoning problems in my 
district, they have been very cooperative, 'Nhen I had a problem. I called 
and I talked to liR. SOTIRE. I talked to someone there. I -always got my 
satisfaction from them. So I see no problem in the department. 

MR. BLOIS: I thin.1<: we have a ve..ry capable staff up in the Building Department. 
I think there might be 5 or 6 of these Zoning Enforcement officers. I think 
fOJ: us Lo \llCULC <lllothe.r job when we ll<lvt! " department there, is self
sustaining. I don't think this makes ~ood sense. T. t:hi.nk that if th .. Zoning 
Board needs some help if they applied to ~LR. SOTIRE he would send somebody 
down the'!:"p. to Assist them. in their probl=. 

And I did have the opportunity to speak to a couple of them and they sort 
of disagree with the idea that they didn't have time to do anything for the 
Zoning Board. They said they are available. 

~LR.WIDER: I am. indeed concerned when they want to change and put the 
Inspection Department under the Zoning Board. You see, a lot of people who 
have been involved in construction seem to thin.1<: that zoning enforcement is 
the only thing that needs to be done. 

Well, when you go out on these jobs, if you really don't know anymore than 
this zoning, you're in trouble, because there is a '.hole lot of people out 
there to draw your attention by taL1<:ing. 

When these Building inspectors go out they have a lot of things to thin.~ 
about, and I happened to have been in the building business at one time and 
you get a building inspector to come out and if you could kind of control his 
thinking a little bit, you can get by with alot of things. But, these 
building inspectors that we have in the City of Stamford have been so educated 
that ''''hen they go out they look at the foll.owing things: 

Z.oning number one, plumbing D.l.I!llber two, electric number 3, water equal dis
tribution number four. And with our Inspection Department I think we have 
one of the BEST in the state of Connecticut. I know some of these people are 
guessing because they have =t approved some of their va...-:Lances. They have 
recommended, but I would say to you, I would lL~e to move that this section 
of the Charter be deleted. 

HR .. MILLER: Of course you could vote aga.i.n.st it~ 

l-lRS. C-OLDSTEIN: I would love to MOVE the question but I can't because I 'ilant 
to say that I agree wholeheartedly with MR. BAXTER, thet, first of all, in 
relation to the State Statutes it is a chance th"t we shouLd have <n 01= ('Horter 
And, secondly, that there is nothing that says that the ~u~Id~ng ~peccor-- • 
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MRS. C.QLDSTEIN : (continued) and the zoning enforcement officer "ould not be 
the same person. Sorry, 'He are dealing "ith the Charter and ! hope not "ith 
per:!ollalities. Aud th"t indeed, it is just a matter 01: changing irno the 
appointive authority is. 

MRS. McINERNEY: ! "Would like to kn"'" from HR. LOOMIS if -- Well, it appears 
to me most of the problems that I hear in terms of the Zoning Board being 
emp"",ered to appoint a zoning board official is the fact that there is a 
possibility we could be creating another job. 

Would MR. LOOHIS, instead, accept scmething to the effect of the Zoning 
Enforcement officer shall be responsible to t he Zoning Board in regards to 
zoning regulations and/or violations. Might that solve half of our problem? 
It's saying the same thing. They are having him responsible to their board, 

- but the.~r are not going to be hiring a ne"W person to fill that position. 

MR. MILLER: Well, I donft think MR. LOOMIS can do anythini~ HeTs 
serving the committee. 

MR. LOONIS: I'd 1L1<e to reply. The problem !.s, and we discussed this at 
some length "ith V2-~US officials of City government, that th.e Zoning 
Boartl is not getting its "Work done because of the lack of an Enforcement 
Officer wherever he may be. Now, if you put him in the Building inspector's 
office, or if you hire him directly, the fact is that more help is needed. 
(End of tape 5, beginning of tape 6) 

MR. LOOMIS: ( continuing) ( a fe"W • .. ords l ost) that if the Zoning Board 
is passing zoning laws they should have some control and oversight over 
somebody who is doing t h at work. !.nd, therefore, "e recognize the need 
for additional help, and "e also recognize the need for Zoning Board to 
have some say in how their own regulations are being enforced. 

So, I thi.n..1t, Mrs . McIne...-rney that i.f you understand our intent, my :rOTION 
in effect agrees with what you're trying to do, so ! would l~~e to keep my 
MOTION as it stands. 

NR. SIGNORE: I "as going to say something, but I'll HOVE the question. 

MR. MILLER: M01{;:J) and SECONDED. All those in fav or say AYE, all those 
opposed NO. The MOTION IS CARRIED. We'll take a DIVISION on HOVING the 
question, UP for YES, C<JW"N FOR NO . ~!RS . RITCEIE -.ill b.e recorded as a YES 
vote. There are 23 YES votes, 6 NO . We'll proceed to a vote on the main 
MOTION, on the question itsel.f "hich doesn't require t'No-thirds. 

We've had SO!l!€ discussion on it and "e're = voting on the HOTION made by 
HR. LOOMIS on behalf of the committee concerning Chapter 55 Zoning Board. 
Would you repeat the substance of that !~ . LOOMIS? 

MR. LOOMIS: The substance is, that under Chapter 55 I'Ie would permit the 
Zon.ing Board to appoint a Zoning Enforcement Officer T .... ho shall be responsible 
to the Zoning Board. 
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MR. MILLER: We'll proceed to a vote on that matter. All those in favor say 
An, ~11 t.ho ... OPpo2ad NO. He'll ta."'" a DIVISION u;llllg the machine. MH.. 
nIXON will be recorded Q.3 11 NO 'lot.... The HOTION is LOST. 11 :U:8 votes, 
16 NO votes. 

MR. LOomS: Chapter 56 there were no changes. Chapter 57 has been deleted. 
Chapter 58 The Police Comm:Ls.sion and Fire Commission we made just some minor 
changes; clarification of language. Chapter 5&\., as you know We previously 
discussed this, is now part of the new Department of Traffic and Parking. 

Chapter 59, we do in Section 598. We are requesting from the Corporation 
Counsel's Office an opinion on this section because the State Statutes do 
restrict deeding of land from municipalities and we want to make sure that 
this section con£or.ns with State Statutes. So, we'll await word from them. 
Chapter 60 

HR. BLUM: The Economic Development Commission? 

MR. LOomS: Hr. BLUM if I could answer your question. The Economic Basis 
Study is within a month or two of coming out with specific recommendations 
regarding an Economic Development Commission4 

The problem of the funding for this commi.ssion 'is .3OOl.e'N'hat up in the air 
now, 'and it ap?ears that it will lie heavily on EDA !IIOnies. If, indeed, 
they do get a substantial sum of EDA !!lOnies, the ?rovisions and the re
gulations gOV8-~ this commission will be largely dictated by the Department 
of Commerce in T,o/ashington. 

So, I thin.." we won't know what we'd be writing if we started putting language 
in about an Economic Development Commission. So, I think it would be perhaps 
better to wait a few months and TI!&'1 act upon !'"PIR recommendations which "e 
could take care of by Ordinance. 

MR. KI:LLER: The HOTION though HR. BLUH wasn't SECONDED. Is there a SECmlD 
to MR. BLUH'S HOTION? 

HR. BLUM: I aC'""?t MR. LOm-fIS r • 

HR, MILLER: Thank you. It's 'Withdra'wn. 

HR. BAXTER: On S-ection 595.1 - Powers and Duties of the Park Commission, 
Number 1 reads in my thing - "shall establish, const...."'Uct and maintain all 
?Srl<s". Now, as I understand, the wisdom. of this Board to date, it had added 
ball fields to maintenance of ballfields to the powers of the Board of Recreation. 

Now, I ?8rsonaIIy feel that: is is bad enough that we have to have t;-wo sets of 
vehicles and two sets of grounds keepers to visit: the same place, but I think 
it "culd be compounding a foolishness to have, (since ?arAS are part of ball-

o 

fiel<ls), to have the Park Commission under this section of the Charter able to '-) 
go in and maintain those same ballfields of that park along with the Board of "--'" 
Re=eation. 
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MR. BAXTER: (continued) So, if we are going to have two sets of people 
doing it, at least we should spell it out and A!~D Section 1 to exclude 
ballfie1.da, and I 00 liOVE. 

MR. MILLER: You're dealing with Chapter 59, Section 595.1. 

MR. BAXTER: I only make that HOTION, not because I agree with the concept, 
but I thin.~ the concept is wasteful of money and I disagree with it strongly. 
If we're going to do it, we ought to at least NOT have two sets of people 
maintaining the same bal1£ie1d; one under the power to maintain a park of 
which a ballfield is a part, and another under the other Section. We ought 
to exclude it. 

MR. MILLER: There is nothing about ballfields in number 1. MR. BAXTER wishes 
to specifically mention that ballfields are excluded? 

MR. ~~: Unless the pleasure of this Board is, besides having two sets of 
mainten4llcc people and have two aets of vehLel .. " to do w:!.th the maintenance, 

41. 

we also want visits from V.o different CoDlllliss:!.ons and Departments maintaininz 
ba1lfields. The Park CoDllllission under this Section of the Charter, using its 
"authority since the ballfield is part of the park; and the Board of Recreation, 
under the Section we just amended, unless that is the continued wisdom of this 
Board, then I suggest that we make it clear that only the Board of Recreation can 
maintain ballfields and not the PazO< CoDllllission. 

MR. MILLER: There is a HOTION made by HR. BA.1:TER, SECONDED by NR. lDFFMAN to 
put language in Section 595.1, sub-division 1 which would exclude the Park 

":CoDlIllission from having the responsibility of caring for the ballfields. That 
HOTrON has been made and SECONDED. Discussion. 

MRS. COSENTINI: HR. BA.1:TER, do you think that by not haying it in there maybe 
some confusion that the area that is called "park" might be meant to include 
ballfields? Is that why you feel it's needed? 

HR. ~XTER: l1RS. COSENTDII," not only do I feel that, but it could not be 
clearer. Since the intent of the people who drafted this yery document you're 
holding did not include parks in one section, and clearly I mean ba1lfie1ds, 
and clearly meant it to go under to resolve the previous foolishness that went 
on between these two. 

They attemoted to put it all under the Hayor; let the Hayor be responsible and 
handle it properly. We in our wisdom are recommending something eisa.' I'm 
sure we've all thought it ~~ough. I'm sure you agree with this because you 
thought it through already. 

NRS. COSENTIN1: T nn<1p.rstand and I agra .. ·.ith your pooition. The only thing 
is I think that by saying I don't be1ieye a ballfield is really thought of as a 
park, and I don't: know that it is necessa-ry, I haye no obj ection, if it "ill 
make you feel better. 

MR. HAYS: Again, I share NRS. COSENTINI'S idea. I don't consider it objectable, 
but I don't think it's necessary. I would construe a park as possibly containing 
a playground AND ballfield; but not necessarily. I look to the language that we 
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MR. HAYS: (continued) put in the Recreation Depa.rtment as providing for the 
maintenance of the balLtield and playground if there are some contained in 
the park. Otherwise, all the maintenance would be the Parks Depart:uent. As 
to having two (2) departments responsible for maintenance, I'd just .as soon 
have one big public Works Department doing the maintenance everywhere, if we're 
going to follow his thesis. 

MR. D' AGOSTINO: MOVE the question. 

MR. MILLER: All those in favor say AYE, all those opposed NO. The HOTION IS 
CARRIED. The question is on ~[R. BAXTER's HOTION which would affect Section 
595.1 subdivision 1, including ballfields. All those in favor say AYE> all 
those opposed NO. The CHAL't is in doubt. We.' 11 take a DIVISION using the 
machine. The CHAIR will t:a...1<:e the count. 

~. PERILLO is to be recorded as an ABSTENTION. The MOnON is cARRIED with 
11 YES, 10 NO votes. And let the record indicate that at this point 5 members 
have left the meeting; MR. ZIMBLER, MR. LIVINGSTON, MR. Del,OSE, MR. RYBNIG..1Z, 
and MR. CONNORS. Anything else under Chapter 59? Before going on. to the next 
Section we'll take a brief recess; a five-minute recess. 

RECESS 

MR. MILLER: The meeting will come to order. The Cw.!L'Z will calL the roll. 

Mrs. Perillo - Here Hr~ Osuch - Here Hr. Schlechtweg - Here 
Hr. Morgan - Absent lot!:' .. Signore - Here Hrs. Goldstein - Here 
Mr. Zimhler - Absent Mr. Wiesley - Here Dr. Lowden - Here 
Hr. Dixon - Here Hrs. Hawe - Here Hr. D'Agostino - Still 
Hr. Hays - Here Hr. Lobozza - Here Hr .. Wider - Still here 
Hr. Hoffman - Here Mrs. S.anty - Here Hr. Rybnick - Absent 
Mr. Loomis - Here 111:' .. Fox - Absent Hr. DeRose - Absent 
Mr. Ravallese - Here Mrs. Ritchie - Here Hrs. Nclnerney - !lere 
Hr. Perillo - Here Mr. F:Lanagan - Here Hr. Blois - Here 
Hr. Livingston - Absent Mr. Ba:ltt er - Here }Irs .. Nizolek - Absent 
Mr. Zelinski - Still here Hr. Sherer - Absent Mr. Costello - Absent 
Hr. Carlucci - Here Hr. Blum - Here Mr. Connors - Absent 
Hr. S.andor - Absent Nr. Walsh - Absent Hrs. Cosentini - Here 

Hr. Miller - Here 

~[R. HILLER: There are 27 members present, 13 abs.ent. we'll proceed to 
Title VI, Chapter 60. 

here 

l1E. LOOMIS: I'd lL1<:e to make a HOTION. The Committee has only 6 more re
commendations left in this report. I 'Rould lL~e to !ll2...1<:e a "!OTION that we 
consider these 6 recommendations in sequence --

MR. HILLER: MR. LOOMIS 

l1E. LOOMIS: Excuse me, can I complete my HDTION? 

MR. MILLER: No, because I'm not going to take the HOTION. I think it is 
good news to know. The HOTION is NOT I"N ORDER, because we're NOT going to 

o 

:J 
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MR. MILLER: (continued) limit the possibility of people to ma."e l10TIONS 
as we go along. I<ha.t "'You are doing "'ill invi. t p. rhp lIn'!r" to go through 
6 matters very quickly and th .. ..n lose a qUO~lTT1 illlDlediately. 

MR. LOOMIS: I said nothing about the quickness of our debate. I simply 
said --

43. 

MR. MILLER: No, but after you get through the 6th recommendation from the 
Committee then people would leave, so, let's go through the normal procedure 
"'hich ",e've carried on through the evening • 

. Let's hope the members will restrain themselves and we will get out of here 
at a reasonable hour. I thin.." if we knOQ that there are only 6 MOTIONS on 
behalf of the committee, that gives us some idea of where we are going. T,.je 
could proceed, MR. LOOMIS. 

MR. LOOMIS: I had aomplct~ Chapter 60. Excuse llJ.", we were just finishing 
with Chapter 59. I had explained the request that ",e've made of Corporation 
COUD..!el regarUl.ug St<U:e Statutes on the question of taking park land. Chapter 
60 we've just clarified language regard.ing interest on taxes on motor vehicles 
to make it consistent. 

Chapter 61. There is an important cllange and I'd li!-<e to draw the attentiDn 
of the Board members here to Section 615. NO'O' 615 calls for the revie .. by the 
Mayor of the budget of the Board of Education and this Committee on April 26th 
voted to delete that Sec.tion which calls for such a review. 

He did so for the follOWing reasons: the members of the Board of Education, 
a citizen elected body, exercis.es strong control over the management and the 
budget, and operations of the Board. They meet ",eekly; they have open budgeta.-ry 
process , and they meet often with effective citizens for ~~e.ir input and their 
reactions to the proposal of the Board. 

So they 
board. 
and his 

DO knOQ ",hat is going on; that is, the Board of Education, the citizen 
Secondly, the budget "'hich is presented and prepared by the Superintendent 
assistant is subjected to a rigorous revie~. 

Fi:cst, it goes to the Board of Education itself; second, it then goes· to c.."e 
Board of Finance; third, it then goes to the Fiscal Committee, and last of all 
to this body meeting as a whole. And 'ile 'ileren't quite sure why another layer 
should be added to this rather exhausted process. 

Third, it is likely since the Hayor ",ould only have pawers to cut and also 
given the crush of the budget~-y process "'ith all the other budgets t hat h e 
must review and analyze, it is not likely that he would have time for a thoughtful 
and critical review process which the Board of t:ducation has spent many months 
in putting into their own budget . 

It may be the case, as THe are all aware that political conside-ratioI!s would 
enter the process at that point, "'hieh is something that ",e don't "ish to see 
happen, and indeed something which the State Legislation has passed many laws 
to prevent from happening in lIIllilicipalities throughout our State. 
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MR. LOOMIS: (continued) Lastly, -We have the belief that the Board of 
Educat~on is well managed, efficient in its operations, and one of the 
f.ew City bodies that has consistently lived within its budget. So, 
consequently I am reporting favorably on the deletion of that portion 
of Section 615 which calls for Mayoral review of the Board of Education 
budget. 

MR. WIDER: SECOND that budget. 

MR. MILLER: SECONDED. Discussion. 

MR. LOBOZZA: It seans we're at the "sacred cow" now. I don't agree with 
MR. LOOMIS on many things about the Hayor not having time, because as the 
Hayor of thls City he should have time. And as far as the Board of Education 
being responsible, I think all of us are -well 8:'iIare of one thing; this is 
au e1"cl:.ion year, and when ~t comes down to election time, just like it was 
last year, the big fights'going to be - -who is responsible for ~~e incrp.a~p. 
in our taxes. 

And one mayor is going to be blaming the previous mayor and there -will -be no 
mention of the Board of Education. I think it's time that -we, as a Board 
did -what -was right, and if we're going to hold the ¥_"'-'l responsible for the 
taxes in this City we should give him the power to be responsible. 

We're talking about I'd say, appro::d.m.a.tely 45% of the e."qlenMtures in our 
City budget, and if the Mayor can't be responsible for almost half then h= 
could you hold him responsible for the increase in taxes? I'd like to just 
say that lIm AGAINST MR. LOOMIS' MOTION. 

MR. SIGNORE: My feelings on this particular issue are: since there are so many 
questions about the creditability of the Board of Education as far as its 
budget is concerned, I -would th~< they -would -welcome another review of their 
budget" especially by the Hayor himself, who is responsible for setting the 
HILL rate and "ho is respons:lb1e for the budget as a HHOLE n= will be blamed 
if the taxes are raised. 

I feel that the Board of Education budget which is the major part of the total 
City budget should be scrutinized by the Mayor. 

MR. HOFFM8.J.'l: I agree with Jim and Sal, in that the Mayor should have the 
ability to review this school board budget. Hy reasons for this is as follows: 
I think that: 1. if -we are to say that the school beard does know what t s 
going on. it's quest~anable because I really thlnk that they are rather uarrow
minded in their approach. 

All they C"-ll see 1:; dl1C<ltlon. I don't tb.in..1c they are really that concerned 
about -what it costs the taxpayers. In so far as the Board of Educati.on themselves, 
here again I thin..1<: you haye a group of people who ha'Te been elected to office 
and they've been elected to the office of the Board of Education on the basis 
of their very, very, strong beliefs in good education, and that's fine. 

But, I think "hen you 1>€gin to say that you know you want good edu<;.ation 
damm the cost, werre going to go ahead with it anyway regardless OI wnat:' the 
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MR. HOFFMAl'!: ( continued) cost is, even though it means killing the"goose 
thAt l<1Y:l the golden egg';Lu t111~ ~=Licular instance, it is THE TAXPAYER . 
Then I say that's wrong. I believe that the Nayor should have an opportunity 
to review this budget, and that i .t is time for some political control, because 
now the Mayor is, as ,qas pointed out earlier, he is responsible for the taxes 
and ultimately receives the blame when the taxes do go up and do go out 
of sight, and lord knows they're out of sight here. 

Bridgeport has total control of their school budget. Some of the towns 
around us have sort of a control of their school budget, in that they 
are able to vote these particular items down. Now, I think that we are 
c;'nfronted with an entirely different situation '.hich is perhaps going 
to be a "Pandora's Box", and that will be the new law ,.hich 1.s pertaining 
to the equalization of the school taxes. 

I think that, indeed, that if this comes about, we shall probably see an 
entirely different way of allocating monies, tax monies that comes from the 
State for the various school districts. Ann, I think that we are nO'i1 aon
fronted with a situation with our Federal govern-ment. It's way in the hole, 
$160 billion I believe the figure is; and the State of Connecticut is con
fronted with a $60 million shortage of funds and we are saying here that the 
school board budget is sacrosant; let's not touch it! 

Meanwhile the place is falling down around our ears insofar as taxes are 
concerned. Taxes continue to escalate. The Board of Education has not 
acted perhaps '.isely, in that While the school population has been declining, 
they have seen fit to in=ease the number of administrators that are in the 
schools; they have closed the school, and yet kept it opened. 

So, when we say they know what's going on with the 30ard of Education, I 
disagree with that entirely, and I think that it is HIGH Tn!E that the Mayor 
receives a portion ox the responsibility of that entire school budget and that 
he can pass on it. 

MR. MILLER: The NO SHOKING SIGNS are up, and we will have to enforce the :;0 
SNOKING. 

MRS. COSENTli'il: I guess eve-ryone has read that the Connecticut State Supre!!le 
Court said that the property tax is no longer going to be the basis upon which 
we fund our schools. The rationale for this particular item being added to 
the Charter is that the tax rate '.hieb is based on OUR property ta.,es should 
be under the control of the Mayor. 

If the school financing is going to be removed from the area of the t~~ rate 
based on property, I don't understand what everybody thUL~s they are going to 
accomplish by having the Mayor have a say on the school bca rd budget, if 
indeed it HAS nothing to do 1Vith our tax rate. 

Suppose the State decides to impose an income tax totally for the funding of 
the schools. It seems to me we may, in a couple of years, find a totally 
new way of funding our schools. The State now is really going to ta.~e over 
the control that it has. 

I{hat the municipal input will be , and what the municipal responsibility will 
be is enormously vague and way up in the air at this time. I'm really not too 
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MRS. COSENTINI: (continued) upset about this going through, because I 
think peoplc nrc cxpres~in~ a feel1.ug hat'" al.>out a million other things 
agllin., as they u"ually do when It comes to the Board of Education. I 
think it is going to be right out of our control~ and the Hayor is NOT 
going to have anymore responsibility very soon .wout the tax rate in 
relationship to the Board of Education budget then he does now. 

HR. BAXTER: I would just like to take a f6'l minutes to review what I 
think is a va.']' important attribute .wout living in Connecticut. Those 
of you who are natives of other states, or who pay attention to what 
goes on in other states, recognize that the system we have £Or balancing 
community needs in Connecticut is unique or relatively unique. 

Host other states have school boards '.hich have the power to levy a tax 
on the irll.nd 01: th ... p<;oopl .. within their border", without reg>u:J. tu <!.JJ.y' 
balance of the ~ed~ of the community, for ~lic Works, orWe1fare. or 
anything c1:J.e. 'fhey levy tllal.: tAl!:. 

The people can either defeat it, and in Some states the people can't even 
defeat it! The Supreme Courts of other states have said what the Board of. 
Education does is what goes. 

Now, in this State, to my mind, we have a mechanism that allows the balancing 
of CQllnl1llpity n.eeds. .You have a Board of Education who is focusing on 
education and not on Public Works, and who seta -a budget that IT feels 
will a=omplish its goal. 

And, you have two bodies that are elected throughout all of the citizens, 
namely the Board of Finance and the Board of Representatives Who are charged 
right now with balancing the other needs of the City -- how much does it cost 
to take care of the aging; how !l!Uch does it cost to have this; and if 'Ne have 
a tax rate that approximates 100% we can't do anything. 

And that balancing act is done by the Board of Finance and by us. NO'N> it: is 
not done by the Hayor. It was NEVER done by the Mayor. If the people are going 
to hold the Nayor responsible for the tax increase, that is occasion by the Board 
of Education '"hen it is clear that the Hayor does not now, nor never did have 
any responsibility for the policy of education nor the educational budget, 
you can't stop people from doing that anymore than you can stop people from 
blaming the Mayor for the war in Southeast Asia, or for the Rhodesian chrome 
situation.. 

Anybody who knows anything about how the City acts, knows that the Hayor doesn't 
set policy, doesn't revie''' the budget, and has nothing to do with the budget 
o£ L!J.e Board of F:"nC'.Rt:f.ou; nor should h,,; he hllD NO rc!lpon!3ibiIity. Hhy not 
have a Charter that the Hayor (because we have politics here we heard), why 
not have a Charter provision that the Hayor o£ the Town. of Hartford gets a 
chance at the budget. I mean, you know, our Hayer doesn't have -- we elect 
a school beard who are responsible to us, to the voters for educational policy. 

r 
, 

'~ 
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MR. BAXTER: ( continued)And it seems to !!le rather strange, say, if we were 
the League of Woman Voters, or if we Were the Courtland Terrace Association 
purposing this I can understand it !!lore than T con1 rl l1T1rlersta.nd thB Boord of 
Representatives asking for som.eone to plea.q" tAke control of the cducatione.l 
budget, because we have that responsibility and we DON'T K}/QI, ROO TO USE IT! 

We've got to have the Hayor in there because he could control , and this and 
that, ~ we're the ones who could control, we want to cut that budget a million 
dollars, we could cut it a million dollars if we get enough of us to agree. 

And ~t is not as if, and I'!!l not suggesting that we do -- before people start 
getting off th.e deep end -- I'!!l just saying that we, as a Board have that 
respons.ibility and it is a little bit unsee.!!!.ly to look around to find somebody 
else who could take the heat off us that we could point to. 

Because anybody knowledgable around here Who doesn't lik .. the tax increas e that 
goes on could talk to the people who are in charge of appropriating mone y and 
setting the tax rate, which ia each of ill! in tllis room and the Board of Finance. 

Now lastly, nnd I won't Jtday you any longer, but lastly we right now have ( end 
of tape side 6, beginning of side 7, a few words lost in turning the tape) Board 
of Education, we want to put a fourth layer of review in there, SO!Il.eone who 
doesn't have responsibility, who could. only cut, obviously it is th~ way to get 
the budget cut down and ta.1<e if OFF us. I t h ink. it is political. It shows· 
that we recognize that we are, or at least it suggests that we aren't doing 
our job, and I'm against it. 

I hope, and !!lOst of you know that I'm at least, with regard to budget items, 
on the Board of Education, I'm not exactly a liberal or a heavy spender. It's 
just that I don't feel that this is a good provision in the interest of the 
City. It could jeopardize the control that we have now. 

Unique a.m.ong most sta.tes,. which is that we have some boards 1',;ho get and 
balance the l!.eeds of the City against education. If we blow it, we can end 
up lLke !!lOst states '"here they just TELL US what we have to pay; and we pay 
it~ and we yel1~ and we change bodies in t he Board of Education , but no matter 
what body you get in there, they're going to do the same thing because their 
only focusing on one thing. 

I mean, you "ve got to aaye a Board of Education.. They are going to 'Tote on 
a budget and it'·s never going to be balanced 'I',yith anything else.. He ,- at 1ea3t 7 

have the chance to balance it. 

MRS. GOLDSTEIN: MR. BA.XT&.'C, that '.as so well s.aid -- really. It is ve...ry 
interesting to hear at the beginning of these discllssions, the Board of 
Educa.tion described as -- here we come to the 11 sacred cow".. It just seems 
to me, however, that eve...ry single time we taLl( abo~E. th!:._Bo.ard_of E<!.':':~tiS',, _. __ 
we f re actually taLl<ing about everybody I s favorite "whipping aoyll , and not .' ~sacred 
caw'~ 
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MRS. GOLDSTEIN: (continued) In relation to this HOTION, over the last few 
years there has been such an excellent attempt made to lI"et po1 i ti aA n11t of 
the appointment process in the Board and into some kind of fp.Ar p.valuation 
system. To me the Charter Commissions' recommendation once again puts the· 
Board of Education, puts appointments, puts everything we've worked hard 
against into the hands of politics, and it shouldn't be there. 

Thi.s is not th" placa for the Mayor. Thera Are DlAI1y places for mayul'al 
cuts and okays' and say so's. But this is NOT the place. 

MR. WIESLEY: The revision that is recommended by the Charter Revision 
Commission implies ~~at the present process has not worked for the benefit 
of the City. The record reveals otherwise, since the Board of Education 
has consistently lived within the budget limitations set by the Board of 
Rep.resentatives. 

1'0 gtv,", the Hayor this PO',1Or of review ia n xcpudi.ati on, of th,,- r,,-sp0ll!l.LbllLtLw:./. 
of the current fiscal boards AND the Board of Representativ"... Ten years 
ago) the ll.oard of Education.' s budget was 307. of the total Uity budget. This 
year, it is 41% of the total City budget. The area of the budgets the Hayor 
presently reviews certainly is the area that needs the help. It's the area 
that has never been able to live within. the budget thats been allowed for it:. 

Now WHY does it make sense to toss that part of the total City budget that 
is under control into TF")'T part that ISN't under control? Lets let the 
Hayor control the part that he has a han.d in right now instead of giving the 
other to him. 

~!R. ZELINSKI: I'd IL~e to Han the question. 

MR. 11IU"R: MonD and SECONDED. All those in favor say AYE, all those 
opposed, ~TO. The HOTION is CA..'l.RIED. l'l e' 11 proceed to a vote on the HOTION 
on behalf of the Charter Revision Committee to delete that part of Section 615, 
which states that the Mayor shall reyiC'iI the budget and may only accept to 
reduce the total estimated expenditure. 

Not later than the 20th day of Harch, the Hayor shall submit to the Board of 
Finance the budget as acted upon by him. There has been a request for A ROLL 
CALL. Will those members desiring a roll call raise their hands? There is a 
sU£ficient number. The Yote will be taken by ROLL CALL.· A YES vote is for 
deletion, a NO vote. against. 

The CLERK will call the roll. A YES vote is to delete the language giving 
the Hayor power with reference to the Board of Education budget; a No vote 
is opposed to that. The CLER..T( will call the ROLL. 

Mrs. Perillo - No 
Hr .. Hays - Yes 
Mr. Loomis - Yes 
Hr. Perillo - No 
Hr. lViesley - Yes 
Hr. Lobozza - No 

Hr. Dixon - Yes 
Hr. Hoffman - No 
Mr. RaYallese - No 
Mr. Signore - No 
Mrs. Hawe - Yes 
Hrs. Santy - No 

C) 
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CALLING THE ROLL: ( continued) 

Mrs. Ritchie - Abstain 
Mr. Schlechtweg - Yes 
Mr. Lowden - Yes 
Mr. Wider - Yes 
Hr. Blois - No 
Mr. Zelinsk i - No 
Mr. Blum - Yes 

Mr. Miller - Yes 

Mr. Flanagan - Yea 
Mrs. Go ldstein - Yes 
Mr. D'Agostino - No 
Mrs. McInerney - No 
Mr. Baxter - Yes 
Mr. Carlucci - Abstain 
Mrs. Cosentini - Yes 

MR . 1-aLLER: The MOTION IS G.-\R..Tl.!ED with 14 YES , 11 NO , and 2 abstentions. 

49. 

MR . LOOl-US: In the same section t h e Commission added language, which indicates, 
if I may summarize, that the Board of Education may accept State and FQdaral 
grants which are 100% reimbursed without going through the Board of Representative s . 
W" vnf,,,d to dalat .. THAT NEW l angueg... The l;ea.sVll II " voted to DELETl:! the new 
language is as follows: 

First of all, there are grants that are sometimes a>larded, '.hich are indeed 
a 100% prepaid. aut, later on as the program continues, a LOCAL sharing 
becomes required . So if we don't know when these gr ants begin and all of a 
sudden we ' re asked to .contribute, then we would be , I th~~, in an uninformed 
position. 

Secondly, some of these grants are given to the Board and the money comes 
after that actual awarding. Therefore, in effect, we' re given authorization 
to spend, and yet , we don't have the money. We ' re put into a rather unusual 
situation. If they were going to get a 100% grant without the money, they 
would have to go through an appro?riating process approved by us. 

So there are fundamental problems .. ith this Section, and consequently 'de voted 
unanimously to delete it, and I so 1-!OVE . 

HR. 1'ULLER: MOVED and SECONDED . All t hose in favor say AYE, all opposed ,jO. 
The HOTION is CARRIED UNAND!OUSLY. 

1'ffi . LOOl-US: I n Section 617 we are a sking f or clarification of language re
garding the actua..,",-al cost: and accrued liability which '.ill not be a part of
fixing of tax r.ates. ~'; e don I t want a huge increase of t.a."'tes immediately, and 
the Commission unders tand.s our point of view. We'll get our recommendations 
in terms of cla...'"'-fication there. 

I n 618, language approved by the Commission permits transfers beQ.een accounts 
within an office to anoth er agency; not to exceed $500.00. T,;e are mOTring that 
the transfers received from an agency cannot exceed $500 . 00 because, it could 
be the case, under the CU-TT8!lt la!!guage, that O~Tt agency could receive several 
t ransfers, piling up a good deal of money. We don't thi~~ this will be a good 
practice, so I so NOVE that THAT restriction be i nclud ed. 
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MR. MILLER: 
opposed., NO. 

MOVED and SECONDED. All those in fa'Tor say AYE, an rhoS" 
The MOTION IS CA-~IED ~~~OUSLY. 

\ 
MR. LOOMIS: Chapter 62, there were no changes. Chapter 63, no changes. 
Chapter 64, no changes. Chapter 65 talks about the Board of Finance .and 
we had some clarification of language there, but no subst.a.ntial changes. 
Chapter 66, and 70, no changes. Chapter's 71, 72, no changes. 

Chapter 73, the Merit Syst~ there a re a couple of changes. I refer to 
Section 731 at the 'Tery beginning of Chapter 73. There shall be 5 members on 
the Personnel Commission to serye for 5 year overlapping tenns, and so on. 
The last santence states that the 5th member "shall be elected from among the 
members of the classified service". 

I t was OUR feeling that it is an unwise precedent to have a member of the 
classified service sit on the ]'"",,onno>1. Cormn:Ls~i.on. He voted 1tnl\nimoll~ly, 
to allow -- I should correct myself. We don't object to a member of the 
Cls,'lsi.ff.ed servic.Q sitting on that colIllllisslOll. 1'le object to that person 
having VOTING RIGHTS. 

It would be somewhat akin to having, let's say, a member of the Teacher's 
Union sitting on the Board of Education. We're not objecting to a member 
sitting on the Commission; we ARE objecting to that person having voting 
rights. So our recommendation is to increase the Commission by an extra 
member; have 5 members plus a non-voting member from the Classified service, 
and I so MOVE. 

MR. MILLER: MOVED and SECONDED. Discussion. 

MR. BLUM: I wish to go along "ith the Charter Revision as put there by the 
Commission. Tliat the 5th member shall he elected from amongst the members 
of the Classified service. For years this = an original; in other words, 
when there was a 3 member board there w.as Ani'.AYS a member from the municipal 
employees so designated. 

NOW' they're making it a 5 member board and they are trying to do .away with this 
municipal employee. It is true that he has State laws which protect him and his 
contract. But, there are many other items, local grievances in which he can 
take care of on this Board and I feel the municipal e!llployees have a RIGHT to 
be on this ColIllllission. 

MR. MILLER: HOVED and SECONDED. All those in favor say AYE, all opposed, NO. 
The MOTION is CA-~D. We're now voting on the MOTION made on behalf of the 
colIllllittee by MR. LOOl-lIS, which would recommend that tha Charter Rcvision 
Commission change the Personr.el Commission so that there would be 5 voting 
members and no one of those 5 members would be a member of the Classified 
service. 

Then there would be a 6th non-voting member dr= from the cl.as.sified serrice 
I would assume HR. LOO~lIS that the idea is that the 6th member would be elected? 

HR. MILLER: He would be elected, so that is 
All in fa'Tor say AYE, all those opposed, NO. 

a DIVISION. 

what werre voting on; that proposal. 
The CHAIR is in doubt, "e'll take 
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MR. HILLER: (continued) The MOTION IS LOST. There are 10 YES, 16 NO votes, 
the balance ABSTENTIONS . That HOnaN is LOST. 

MR. LOOMIS : At the bottom. of the page, Sectian 731.5, the language n~ 
reads "no member of the Personnel Commission shall be an officer of a 
political party or shall hold any other public office or position, or shall 
he a member of any local, state or national committee of a political party, 
or shall be a menber o£ any political club or oI6ard.?.:<t on" . 

We are recommending to delete the last phrase of that Section - "or shall 
be a member of any politica.l club or organizat ionll • I t was our b-elief that 
that language is so WIDE, that most anybody could fall into the category 
of heing a member of a political club or organization; and, it I S really 
TOO restrictive. 

We uu believe that the language prior to that last phrase should prevent 
any highly partisan individuals from. being appointed tn thp. Personnel 
Commission. So, I MOVE the deletion of the last phrase of Section 731.5, 
begi ooi ng wHh "or shall a m<iI!lbsr". 

MR. MILLER: MOVED and SECONDED. All those in favor say AYE, all those 
opposed, NO. The MOTION is CARRIED UNAJ.'!TI10USLY . 

MR. LOm'ITS: There THere no further changes in that chapter. Excuse me, 
there was S~tion 740.2 on the Personnel Appeals Board. I believe this is 
a change we made at YOUR suggestion, MR. PRESIDENT. We felt that the persons 
appointed to this Board should be impartial and not have partisan affiliation. 

We would like to apply t he language of Section 731.5 to this particular 
section of the chapter regarding members of the Personnel Appeals Board. So 
they aLso would NOT be members, or, rather) officers when holding offic-e iIl 
political parties and so on. s.c, I so MOVE the addition of the language of. 
Section 731. 5 to Section 740.2. 

MR. MILLER: MOVED and SECONDED. All those in favor say AYE, all t.l,ose 
opposed, NO . The ~!OnON is CAR .. lliED UNANIHOUSLY . 

MR. LOOMIS: I believe that then concludes that chapter. Chapter 7 --

MR. MILLER: There are a couple of other MOTIONS, apparently. 

MRS. GOLDSTE..L.'l : S-ection 733A; tbe language about the DIRECTOR being a full 
time employee. I would think that all our DI~CTORS would be full time employees. 
I would li2<e to move that either that language be put: in for .ll.L directors, or 
deleted in relation to this particular DTRECTOR. 

MR. HILLER: lfuat would you like to do? 

MRS. GOLDSTEIN : I'd li2<e to delete it. 

) MR. LOOMIS: ~!RS . GOLDSTSIN, I would lL1(e to say that the Commission would b e 

very much open to receiv-i...ng a 1-l0TION to the effect generally stated, that all 
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~ffi. LOOMIS: (continued) DIRECTORS would be subjected to the same language 
in this Section. So it i" a p<"rfectly accliptable 110TION. 

~. GOLDSTEIN: I would be amenable to that HOTION then. 

~. MILLER': We're not talking about DIRECTORS. l<h.at ARE we talking about? 
The question is raised about this S.ection because when the Charter Revision 
Comnrl..9sion discussed this part of the Charter, questions were raised about 
a particular incumbent. I think that if this language is to be deleted I 
don't think it REALLY ~~es anything away from any other department. 

We all know when a job is supposed to be full :time, so I think perhaps we 
could proceed by having }ffiS. GOLDSTEIN HOVE that this language be deleted and 
if someone wanted to make a HOTION with reference to ALL of those positions 
then that would be in order. 

~. GOLDS'LIN: I "" HOVE. 

~. MILLER: aWED and SECONDED. 

~. BAXTER: I'd like to hear some reasoning "Why he shouldn't be a full time 
employee! Or why, perhaps -- maybe "We should requL.""e· that he spend 8 or 
10 minutes a month on the job; or, should we. say something more than that; or, 
what's the reason for that? 

~S. GOLDSTEIN: The fact is that he IS a full time employee. My point is 
really that in relation to none of the other DL~CTORS, or Depa...rt:ment heads 
is this characterization made. Now, I believe all Directors, all Department 
heads shOUld have full time jobs. .\nd this is so stated in the job specification. 
Now this was put in, because at the time of appointment I helieve, or currently, 
we're now talking about dealing with personalities rather than position. 

At the time that this cu=ent Personnel Director "Was employed he was finishing 
a teaching job and for one day a week, 1:'"";0 or three hours, he "Was C01Il!lli.tted by 
the Personnel COl!l!Ilission to finish that responsibility. 

That is over. He is certainly there as a FULL-TINE employee,. as he was even 
"When he had to take off that one or two hours, or whatever it ,qas, to finim 
that responsibility, which the Personnel C01lllI!ission kn",,.; about. NOW to put 
this in is UNFAIR, unless it is a special paragraph that relates to evs-~ single 
DIRECTOR or Department head. 

Now, certainly I think that they all should be full - time; I mean that's what 
we're paying them for and they are being paid '7ery gOO<! salaries. But, the 
point is, ,7hy keep it here "lone? Ei~her evs-"7Where or nowhere and have it 
understood in the job specs. 

~. BAXl:t:H.: Look, does your AHEm)l1ENT include deleting HIS position; the 
Classified Service? 

MRS. GOLDSTEIN: No. 

'. 
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MR. BAXTER: Does it include deleting his provision for an annual salary, 
which is fL~ed by the Personne1l? 

MRS. GOLDSTEIN: No. It would just delete full-time employees; but, as I 
said, I would be amenable to having full-time employ«es there if full-time 
employees were in every other Director position. But, all this 
full-time items are present in the job specifications. There is no reason 
for it to be in the r. rut.rt er. • 

HR. BAXTER: '.<hat about the appropriation though. Do we sajOthe rest of 
them that they rec«ive an annual salary fixed by the Personnel COWlllission? 
I mean if we are going to 'have annual salary we ought to know how much . time 
he should work. < 

MRS. GOLDSTEIN: Certainly the Personnel COWIllission doesn't pay the public 
Works COWIllissioner. I mean, you know. 

MR. MILLER: I thi.n..l< the point being made is that perhaps as MR. BA..,{TER has 
poi.nted out there ia more e.xt:ell.!iv e lsugu.age about the Personnel Director in 
the Charter then there is .about some other p«ople ,.ith comparable positions. 
But, I think you know, it's rair to say that probably an issue is being made 
out of this phrase "full-time emp loyee" becaus.e there wer« questions about a 
particular individual. 

MRS. C-OLDSTEIN has made the NOTION. It could be voted UP or DCW"N and it 
would be in order. after that vote, for a member of the Board to make a MOTION 
that the full-time employee language should be applied to ALL people in 
comparable positions. 

MR. FLANAGiJ.'1: I would merely lLl<e to point out that in the age of computers 
and data ?rocessing equipment and everything, that maybe in the future the job 
could be a part-time job. I don't think that this language belongs in here at 
all. It is ?art of the j ob specifications for any job in this City , 
and I 'NOuld be very happy if half of the employees in this City could be part
time employ ees and still serve the function. 

The thing "as put in for a purpose which I think was incorrect, and it's 
getting specifically or dealL~g specifically with one person and probably 
with the personality of one person and this is not something that belongs in 
the Charter. And I hope that we will delete it and NOT go ahead and make it 
apply to a whole lot of other people who hopefully would do the job as a part
time joD. 

MR. RO~~N: I donrt feel any ~ang ups about this particular statement where 
the Director s hall be a full · time employee. I don't think there IS any other 
Director or Department head who c omes under t he Charter q~ite so specifically 
as the Personnel Director does, a~d the Health Director . In any event, I 
think. that the ONE reason for this beL"1.g there is ~10T just necessarily as 
MRS. GOLDSTEIN alluded to. 

~ I think this entire City went through a terrible ordeal that dealt with the 
people who were in charge of the Per sonnel De~tment, and the net result has 
been maybe somewhat where we have overreacted. However, I don't thip$ that 
this is such a horrendous thing that has to ~ome out. 
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~ffi. HO~~N: (continued) I think that it could stay there, for all I care. 
And, I really believe that. As~. FLANAGAN has said, you k-~ow these people 
are being paid very well. I disagree with you~. FLANAGAN. I think the 
record will show, - okay - all-right, I'm sorry. What is being said here 
is that these people are being paid well. I think that they should work a 
full days' work. 

They should put in a full week's work. I think that they are being well paid, 
I think that we are seeing where they are being well paid evan after they have 0 

left the employ of the City. And why not say that they are, and spell this 
out that they are full-time employees. 

I see nothing wrong with this. After all, we're paying for this. The -tax
payers who we represent are footing THIS bill. 

~. LOOMIS: MOVE the question. 

~. MILLER: <lOVED and SECONDED. All tho~" in fi'lvQr say AYE, all those oPPo€lcd, 
NO. The HOTION IS CARRIED UNANDIOUSLY. We'll proceed to a vote on this HOTION 
to d", leta from Section 733, subdi vi€lion A the languag" "a full- tl.u1 .. ""'ployee". 
All those in favor say AYE, all those opposed NO. The CHAIR is in doubt. We'll 
take a DIVISION using the machine. The MOTION is CAR.~, 13 YES, 11 NO votes. 

~. BAXTER: Having had my consciousness raised about singleing people out, 

o 

I've discovered we na'le other people in the Charter who have been designated (\ 
as full-time people. Number 1 --I hadn't looked before because I had thought ,~ 
there was none, since that was what was just said. 

I notice that the Health Director was suppos.ed to be full time. I wonder if 
the wisdom of this Board in deciding that we shouldn't have full-tine people 
wouldn't want to? ~S. GOLDSTEI}l might want to HOVE that the Health Director 
is not discriminated against by being required to be on full-time. 

MR. BLUM: Ilm just wondering, those I remember we voted here, in the Law 
Department a Deputy Corporation Counsel for a full-time position, and we 
allowed the Corporation Cou.~sel to be on a part--time joD. 

~. <ULLE.,.,<: If there is no NOTION to be made we'll move on. 

~. HOFllt~N: I would like to make a motion that the wisdom of this, such 
that we'd reconsider that last MOTION to delete that particular '.ording. I 
ti:J.ink we ought to reconsider it iJO. view of ~!R_ BA.'l:TER'S findings. 

~. HILLER: Were you on the prevailing side, MR. RCF F1'..AN? To !!la..1<e a MOTION 
to reconsider? 

l-ffi. BLUM: Is to reconsider this entire subj ect? 

MR. MILLER: No, we won't reconsider t~e entire subject. 
the vote. 

Vie will reconsider 

~. BLUE: Reconsider the vote then. 

NR. MILLER: You were on the lostng side, HR .. BLUM, 

"-NE~'~ I was on the prevailL,g side, and I MRS. n c II "-' ,,"'- : 
reconsidered. 

I can't except the HOTION. 

would IL1<e to have the vote 
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MR. MILLER: We have a MOTION for reconsideration. Is there a SECOND t~ 
that HOTION? MOVED and SECONDED. A majority of those present and voting would 
be necessary for recons ideration. All rhn~p in fevor say AYE, all thoce oppooed, 
NO. The MOTION is LOST . You're voting on reconsideration. We'll take a 
DIVISION, a YES vote is for - -

MRS. PERILLO: Reconsideration of what? 

MR. MILLER: Reconsideration of NO vote against. Reconsideration of the last 
vote for the full - time employee. MR. BLOIS will be recorded as a YES vote. 
(End of the tape, side 7, and beginning of Side 8) 

MR. MILLER : The MOTION is LOST, 7 YES votes, 17 NO votas. It stays in. 
MRS . COSENTINI had indicated she wished to be voted a YES, so that was 16 NO 
votes, 8 YES votes. 

MR. BLUM: I don't understand why there was a reconsideration when they voted 
to defeat? 

rffi. MILLER: Because there was a MOTION to reconsider which CA~~IED. Is there 
anything else? 

MR. LOOMIS: There were no fur ther changes in this Chapter. If I could move 
along? 

MR. MILLER: You have further changes in this chapter MR. BLUM, you have a 
MOTION on t..':tis chapter? 

MR. BLUM: Yes, in regard to the classified and unclassified services, 734. 
There are many employees ,.ho work in t he City of Stamford that are not considered 
whether they are unclassified or classified, they don't belong to either one. 

And I can name them. I believe there are e!llployees in the Commission on Ag:!..r.g, 
t here are emp loyees in t he Housing Authority, and they donlt even c ome under t he 
t 'enure of unclassified services. ! would l.i...1<e the Charter Revision Commission 
to look into t hose who don't come, who receive City checks and should come under 
the classified services. 

MR. MILLER: I'm not so sure! understand t he motion, MR. BLul1. 

MR. BLUM: Well, there are emplDyees, like under the Commission on Aging, 
Housing A uthori ty 

MR. MILLER: They are not classified amp loyees; but they receive many, but no t 
all of the beuefits that classified employees receive because of action t~1<en 
by this Board. So thin Board over t he years, by r~s olution did give to some 
people who are NOT members of the classified service, health benefits; that 
type of fringe benefit. 

But those individuals are not in the pension system which the classified 
employees have, and there is no way, apparently they could legally get into 
the pension system. 

MR. BLUM: Well, they are City employees aren't they? 

MR. MILLER? They are City employees, but not in the classified se.rvice. 
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MR. BLUM: I'm asking you why are these people kept aloft under the 
classified services? 

MR. MILLER: Because they were not brought into the classified service when 
the Commission on Aging was created, or when the Fair Rent Commission was 
created. 

MR. BLL~: Well, that's what I'm purposing here, that these employees be 
recognized once and for all. Naybe these commissions were started after the 
Charter 'Was cL..-a.wn up,. 12 years ago. T..Jhat we I re doing is we t re reviSing this 
Charter and we should look into these NEW employees with NEW commissions 
and maybe they belong in the Classified service. I'm asking that they include 
these various commissions as part of t..l,e classified service. 

MR. MILLER: All-right, we heve a MOTION by MR. BLUM and T mentioned the 
Commission on Aging and the Fair Rent Commission, I don't know who else you 
might be including. 

HR. BL1JH: Well, there are many. 

MR. HILLER: We have a HOTION by HR. BLUM, and I'm not sure what the HOTION is, 
HR. BLUM, because I don't know the exact nurrilier of people you're talking about 
or where they are, I know some of t!:Iem. 

HR. BL1JN: I'm asking that these employees be considered as a part of the 
Classified service, why do we have --

MR. 11ILLER: 

MR. BLUM: 
employees? 

Is there a second to that HOTION? 

I'd just like to talk. Why do we have so many different types of 
They are ALL working for the City of Stamford. 

MR. MILLER: Because the policy decision was !!lade to have them, and to not have them 
get all those benefits. 

HR. BLUM: I mean, if we were an industry they'd work for one employer. and have 
all the same conditions. Here we are in the City of Stamford, we have different 
types of employees, Isn't it time that ~~ey became either classified service 
employees working for the employer called the City of Stamford? 

MR. MILLER: Is there a SECO~lJ to MR. BLUH'S NOTION? There is no SECO@ to 
your ~!oTION, MR. BLUM. We'll go on. 

HR. LOOMIS: With the indulgence of the Board, we only have two mor.e re
commendations. None are in thi~ chapter, 30 if ! could move Oll? 

HR. BLUH: I den't k.I!.O"N' if I am in the right ball park, but I rm looking for 
that in which there is something under perso~el. Yes, disciplinary action -
Rules and Regulations, 735. They are part of the -- ! don't know if we have 
a QUORDl1 anymore, they're all walking out. "ell, anyway, they are part of the 
Civil Service Regulations. T"hy do they now become a part of the Charter? 

HR. LOOMIS: HR. BLUM, could you repeat the question.? 

HR. BLUN: The disciplinary action.s, the Rules and Regulations and the 
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MR. BLUM: (continued) disciplinary actions that are spelled out from 1 
to about 10 are now being placed into this Section 735, these are also part 
of th .. regulations. Hhy do we lulvc to hav.e the3.e rules uy wlll<.:l1 lll"y 
can be disciplihed? 

MR. LOOMIS: MR . BLUH, what you are talking about is already in the Cha..-ter 
now. There are only two sentences that were changed in the Section that you 
are referring to, and all these things that you are talking about is not 1 
through 10 actually. 1 through 14 are in the Charter right now . 

MR. BLUM: What I'm saying is How many places do they have to have this? 

MR. LOOMIS: I see no reason, if you have the same language in two places. 
If We could move on, HR. PRESIDENT. In chapter 73A, 73B there are no changes. 
Chapter 80 is a whole new section on conflict of interest. We found a whole 
serie~ of problems with this chapter . 

We met with the Charter ~evision Commission and they fran.~ly admitted they had 
problems with this. This is a model New York law which they sort of adopted, 
which was presented to them by their consultant, and, frankly "as something of 
a compromise. 

They are uncomfortable with it. We had discussed changes within the body of 
this Chapter and found that probably t he changes· would do little to really 
improve the overall intent and direction. And, finally agreed that it would 
be best to drop the entire chapter and really get at this issu" chrou3h 
Ordinance and through hearings by the Personnel Committ~e and by the action 
of this Board. 

And incte';d certain issues discussed bY this Board run contrary to the language 
of this new Chapter. So we kind of feel that this is one section we could be 
into MR. TYSONtS garbage can and give back to theCommission, so I so MOVE to 
delete this chapter. 

MR. MILLER: NOVED and SEC OHDED. All those in favor say AYE, all opposed, NO . 
We'll take a DIVISION using the machine. The question is on deletion entirely 
of Chapter 80. The MOTION IS G.A.R.''UED 18 YES, 6 ~O votes. 

NR. HOFFl".Al'l: POINT OF INFO&'!ATION. If we indeed delete that entire --

MR. HILLER: Well, you still have the Boa"d ofEthics. 

MR. HOFFNAN: But I have a question to ask MRS. COSENTINI , may I ask the 
question? unless you'd rather I didn't, in which case I'm going to go 
ahead and do it anyway. 

MR. MILLER : MR. Frcff!nan., the question! 

HR. HOFFH,L'I: I thin.I(: that this i9, you know, it is high t;me people ought to 
show a little respect for a fellow Board membe". Don ' t interrupt when he is 
9peaking, okay? I don't do it to you , you shouldn't do it to me. Am I to 

understand that if, INDEED We disregard this entire cb~pter -- I noticed 
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MR. HOFFMAN: (continued) there is a Section 808 ~~ll~n th~ organization 
of the Board of Ethics. Do we e1imiJ1ate that hy the vota We hava ju~t 
taken to delete this entire chapter? 

MR. LOOMIS: MR. ROFFMAN, we do NOT eliminate the Board of E.thics. We eliminate 
this entire Chapter and the language in this chapter which we feel is unworkable 
and in some ca5<?S incomprcilensib1e 8.l1d in some cases unintelligi.b1e. And in 
meeting wi.th the C-ommission, after some questions, they sort of agreed with us. 

Then We suggested, well, suppose this Board had hearings and looked into this 
whole IIl2.tter in greater depth; then. through its Personnel Committee, or whatever 
body we deemed appropriate adopt an. Ordinance covering these issues in a timely 
IIl2.tter,tnaybe tb.i.s would be a better way. 

They seemed to agree ""CArtS" this, .il.nd I'm not saying anything against the 
r.ommi .~8i.on, was .il.dopted in ~omc M:lte and it really 1:> what we call "a model 
provision" from another state .and wMn't completely thought out when it was 
introduce.d into this revision. report. 

NR. HOFFMA.l.'T: Th.ank you MR. LOOMIS. 

NRS. SANTY: I 'would just like 1:;0 say that I don't know why every time conflict 
of interest appears before tb.i.s Board • .. e're frightened of it. I just want to ::J 
say, I agree in context in which MR. LOOMIS has to say, except that on page 806, ' 
Number 3, MR. SIGNORE and I moved this for an Ordinance last year and it was 
resoundingly defeated. So I feel that .. this isn't go.ing to be passed, so I 
just wanted to comment on. that. 

MR. LOONIS: I'm happy to report we have only one more chapter and one more 
recommendation. This is the Transilion Provisions which ta..ke care of how We 

go from the present Cha.."'i:er to the n.8"N revised Chart = . Section 903.2 explains 
the transition. p.eriod which would take place between the new Golf Authority £:rom 
the C1l...'"Xent Hubbard Hei.ghts Golf Commission. and the Stamford Golf Authority. 

MR. BLOIS very wr.:'H,ly pointed out to us that there ·.ere probl~ involved in the 
transition. and a number of administrative details that were goi.n.g to take some 
time to iron out. It 'ilas his suggestion that we AI1END tb.i.s Section. 903.2 to allow 
for 12 montha to take place to t--anspire before the consolidation of these authorities 
take p.lace to permit a getting together of the various administrative authori.ties 
and persons and commission members involved. 

And we unanimously agreed with his suggestion,. and noved therefore that 12 months 
be permitted between the date that this commission recOIDmen.dation. would be 
approved and the time it actually takas effect, and I so l'lOVE. 

MR. HILLER: I just wan.ted to make a point here. I think the ,iembers should 
realize that that language Hubbard Heights Golf Commission. apparently stayed 
on. in the Charter, although the n.ame had been changed to E. Ga.ynor Brennan. 

So we have a NOTION made by ~!R. LOOMIS. Is there a SECOND to that NOTION? 
HOVEn and SECONDED. Discussion. 
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MRS. MCINERNEY: r'd like to ask MR. LOOMIS if any t hou gh t has been gi ven 
nn one point only. With the cOruJolidatiou of the twv Boards, you have one 
now that La considered Autonomou3 ~d NOT auswerable t o us on their budget 
operating procedures or any budget accounting and the other one comes to 
us for a City budget. What will happen when they merge?Will they become 
one autonomous, or will they come to us? 

MR. LOOMIS: They;;i 1 t come to us, MRS McHlZRNEY. 

MR. BL1P.1: I' v e received calls on t his particular it em_ I don 't know if 
we 're talking about the language. There are people ~vho have taken objo!ctio~ 
to the fact t hat the Sterling Go lf people ,. ill be left with 6 members as 
opposed to 3 from t h e E~ Gaynor Brenna n , and they t~~e exc~ption. 

MR . MH.T.F:R: Well , that ' s not "hat we'r e dealing with, is it, on this 
MOTION, MR. LOOMIS? 

MR LOOMIS: Thr ough you, MR. PRESIDENT t o ~ BLUC!, i ndirect ly , that is 
what we are dealing with HR . BLUM. You see the Commission was quite a ',are 
of what you are raising . They tried all kinds of combinations to effectuate 
an eqUitable consolidation of golfing commissions. 

They came up with what they considered t h e best c ompromis e. MR . BLOIS has 
even come up ;;ith an even better one, because he i s aware of t h e fact t hat 
some problems will ~~ist Lnnediately if we suddenly consolidate r igh t after 
the voters approve this particular issue. 

So, we are allowing 12 months for a gradual phasing i n to take place and 
all necessary arrang ements to make this c"nso lidation ,"ork. 

MR. BLUM: I would like to propose the change of this language t hat was 
given to me; t hat there be 3 from the Sterling Farms, 3 f~ om E. Gaynor 
Brennan, a nd 3 pablic members appointed by ~ayor and ratified by t h e 30ard 
of Representatives. 

MR. MILLER: 
yours first. 

Don't we have to vote on yours firs t :lR. LOOMIS? 
Will you repeat your MOTION MR. LOO~aS? 

ir"i e '11 vote on 

MR. LOOMIS: My MOTION s imply , is to call for a 12 month period after this 
part of t he Commission's report is ape r oved and the time it actually takes 
effect. 

MR . MILLER : MOVED and SECONDED. Discussion on this ~OTION? We ' ll proceed 
to a vote. 

MR . BLUM : I thi~~ it is a very wise i dea to wai t; pos sibly 12 mon ths, but 
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by waiting 12 months, wha t will t he aim or the discussion t o bring ABOUT this 
merger of the two, the Golf Authority , and the Gol f Commission, what wil l be 
THEIR aim? Will they still be working on t h e same l anguag e that is here? 
What's going to be accomplished L~ the l2-month period? 

MR. LOOMIS: I'd like to defer to 1-lR. BLOIS. 

MR. BLOIS: I didn't want to get into any lengthy discussions , but, being very 
active at the E. Gaynor Brennan Golf Course a nd very active at Sterling Farms, 
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MR. BLOIS: (continued) there are a lot of problems. They have personnel 
problGlllJll they ho.vc bud!>;et px'obl"""". They have monies they're expending 
right now, nt Sterling FaLThSthey're expending approximately $170,000. 

Now r thAi.r h1!dget run.:; through June. of the· following ye>U'. They are an 
authority and they KEEP their monies. At E. Gaynor Brennan Golf Course. 
all monies go back to the general fund. 

You have different salary scales at E. Gaynor Brennan than you do at 
Sterling Farms. There are so many problems , that I could talk on it 
for an hour if you wanted me to; But, the hour is late and it would be 
very wise for us to prolong this and give them time to get some in-house 
-- to get THEIR house in order between E. Gaynor Brennan and Sterling Farms, 
iron out their problems. 

When the next budget comes they can get together and propose one budget for 
boCh courses. Then they would be operating out of the ONE budget instead 
of two budgets for a sb:-month period or so. 

MR. WIDER: HOVE the question. 

MR. MILLER: MOVED and SECONDED. All those in favor say AYE, all d,ose 
opposed,. NO. The MOTION is G.<\RRIED. We're now voting on the MOTION made 
by MR. LOOMIS. All those in favor say AYE, all those opposed, NO. The 
MOTION is CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. Is tnere· anything else on this? 

MR. LOOMIS: That concludes our report~ 

, 

MR. MILLER: The CHAIR has one question, MR. LOOMIS. Is there anything else that 
the Committee intends to put into the report that we haven't voted on? Any
thing of a substantive na~~e? 

MR. LOOMIS: Nothing of a substantive nature, 

MR. MILLER: Tile have now, it sea:n.s, completed the work on Charter Revision 
for this period. 

MRS. GOLDSTEIN: I would just have one observation. I think that the 
committee of the Board, the Charter Revision Committee, did a fantastic 
job under very trying circumstances; budget time and Board meeting time, and 
everything else, plus a limited amount of ti.:ne. 

They have my thanks, and I'm sure the thanks of every member of the· Board. 
You did a wonderful job! 

MR. SIGNORE: MRS. GOLDSTEIN said exactly what I ·"anted to say, and I agree 
wholeheartedly. I thin..1< the Committee did an excellent job. The input, the 
work they put into it was beyond belief. I mean, I thin.1< they worked very, 
very hard and I'm very, very thankful that they were elected to this Committee. ,.-
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MR. ZELINSKI : Jus t one point. I believe MR. BLUM had made a HOTION 
for somethini else r?garning thp. m~whership of that naw ~uthority. Now 
where does that stand? \,e didn't VOTE on tlUIt. 

MR. MILLER: We asked him to defer it and he di c1n ' r m;!!;e the ~lOTION a 
second t:im.e. 

MR. ZELINSKI: Do you \lant to make that MOTION, or where does it stand? 
I wanted to VOTE on that MR. PRESIDENT. 
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MR. BLUM: I asked you the question, where does it stand? In other words, 
in the 12 ~~th delay of thLs are they going to be considering who will 
make up the Commission, or does this still stand, the language that's here? 

MR. LOOMIS: The language STANDS, HR , RT.TiM. A ,~ T '<'1id he for$ , tbe Commission.. 
went through an exhaustive process of how best to consolidate these groups. 
And it was ~ill.. BLOIS' ~u~~estion that we allow a year to take p l ace to . aff~ct 
this consolidation in' a proper and a timely manner. The language stands with 
exception of the addition of the ~~R befora . i~ actually goes into effect. 

MR. MILLER: We've completed the business. There are no MOTIONS on the floor. 

MR. BLUM: I would like to make a MOTION then, to the effect that when 
they're considering, in this 12 month period, as to the make- up of ' the new 
Commission, that 3 members come from E. Gaynor Brennan; 3 members or former 
members of the Sterling Farm Authori ty will BE memi>ers. And there will be 
3 NEH public members of the Golf Commission appointed by the Hayor and 
approved by the Board of Representatives. 

MR. ZELINSKI: I'll SECOND that. 

MR. 1iILLER: MO'lED and SEC ONDED. 

MR. &L~TER: I don't want to steal "ill.. LOOMIS' -- you wanted to talk of this, 
but, I'd like to. There are a couple of things that I hope in consideration 
of MR . BLUM 's ~!OTION that we all keep in mind. Let me point out what they are: 
first is that one of t he goals of the Charter Revision Commission was NOT t o 
have a Commissioner that was appointed for a term, thrown out of the job when 
thb Charter Rovioion taltc~ effect . 

Now, with that goal in mind, the mathematics don't work out to be able to do 
T,Jnat l1R. BLUM suggests, l';tithout ta.l<:ing 3. members and kiSSing the!!l off 1 and 
saying tha!L~ you for your 1 year or 1\ ; we know you had 5 year term, but we'll 
see you; that's the FIRST thing. 

The second thing is that if the intant is to protect BOTH golf courses from 
being ov~~helmed by one, rathar than the other, L~e control was felt by the 
Charter Revision Commission, and by your committee, that we have by- lined 
budgets . 

He have a budget that "e can appropriate money from for ONE of the courses, 
and other !!!Oney for the othar course. \;'e have the control right here to make 
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MR. BAXTER: (continued) sure that the Commission doesn't put its entire 
budget on the 9th HOLE of the 1',. GA.ynnr Brennan Golf Couroe or Anywhere 
else that 'We can ma..1{e sure it is fairly treated. I t:hi.n..1{ that takes. care 
of the problem; the fears of some of the people. 

And, I 'Would recommend that you DO NOT vote 'With MR. BLUM; that you vote 
Do;m his A..'1ENDMENT. 

MR. ZELINSKI: Very quickly, I 'Would just like to read a letta" 'Which I 
received, and I'm sure ALL the Board members received also, from MR. TONY 
MAr.'1MONE, Chai:on.a.n of the E. Gaynor Brennan Golf Board. 

"I!:' is brought to our attention that among the Charter Revisions is the 
establishment of ONE golf commission to oversee BOTH the Sterling Farms, 
A..'ID the E. Gaynor Brennan Gol£ Courses. 

We agr .... this is a vital and necessru:y <!1!,allg... However, 'We feel a DIVISION 
of members for such a Commission, as proposed under this Charter Revision, 
that is, 3 representative members for E. Gaynor Brennan, and 6 representative 
members for St.erling Farms is most ineqUitable. 

If this 'Were to be the case, E. Gaynor Brennan 'Would be out-voted on every 
issue. The apparent unfairness of this is obvious. If the proposed commission 
'Would be formed. by 3. members representing Sterling Farms and 3. members re
presenting E. Gaynor Brennan, plus 3. non-partisan members from outside, 'We 
feel the public 'Would be better served "ith complete impartiality. 

MR. LOOMIS: I 'Would just like to support "hat ~!R. EA.,TIl"...R said. The letter 
that MR. ZELINSKI has read is nothing ne'W. It was presented to the Commission 
the FULL Clommission about 4 months ago. They discussed it fully in ~o 
meetings. 

lie discussed it 'Nith the Commission in ONE meeting. We then discussed it 
among ourselves, so I 'Would hope that 'We could defeat the motion that MR. 
BLUM has presented to us. 

HR. SIGNORE: MOVE the question. 

MR. MILLER: MOVED and SECONDED. All those in favor say AYE, all those 
opposed, NO. The MOTION is CARRIED. We'll now proceed to a vote on }!R. 
BLUM'S MOTION. All those in favor say AYE, all those opposed, NO. The 
CRUR is in doubt. We'll take <! DIVISION. 

The MOTION is LOST. 
further business MR. 
joumen. 

There are 7 YES voces, 16 NO votes. Is there any 
LOOHIS? If there is no objection, the m" .. t"in3 is ~.d-
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ADJOURNMENT: 

HR. HILLER: There being no further business to come bafore the Board, 
the CHAIR declares t h e meeting ADJOURNED at 12:45 A. H. 

Helen M. HcEvoy . _<\dmi.nistratiye A st. 

A.PPRO'ToJ> : 

~~t,~1: 
Frederick E . Nitt,'1:', Jr. , Pr ... idant 
14th Board of Representatives 

DP et a1 
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